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ABSTRACT

The primary focus of this work was to study the chemistry and dynamics of hyperthermal
collisions of oxygen atoms with carbon based materials of the kind witnessed in the Low Earth Orbit
(LEO) environment and their pyrolysis through atomistic simulations using the ReaxFF reactive force
field and to develop ReaxFF potentials for such applications. In particular, ReaxFF was used to study the
oxidative erosion of graphene, graphite and diamond subjected to collisions with energetic oxygen atoms
at elevated surface temperatures. Prior to these simulations, the ReaxFF C/H/O potential was validated
against quantum chemical (QC) data for the energetics associated with the loss of a CO2 molecule from a
model graphitic system and for various other chemical reactions occurring during the collision of a
hyperthermal oxygen atom with a pristine and defective graphene sheet and a diamond slab. ReaxFF
based simulations suggested that the breakup of a graphene sheet and graphite structure upon
hyperthermal oxygen atom impact could be divided into distinct regimes. Graphene erosion proceeded
through the formation of epoxides on the surface followed by the creation and growth of vacancy defects
while the breakup of graphite occurred through the formation of epoxides on the top layer, creation and
growth of vacancy defects on the top layer followed by epoxide formation on the bottom layer, creation of
defects and their growth on the bottom layer. As such the breakup of graphite was observed to be a layer
by layer event with the rate of growth of defects much larger along the basal plane directions compared to
the axial direction. With increase in temperature, the rate of mass loss from graphite was observed to
increase. While the impact of the oxygen atoms occurred at hyperthermal energies, the chemical reactions
leading to mass loss from graphite were thermal in nature. Furthermore, molecular dynamics simulations
of carbon loss from graphite at various surface temperatures upon hyperthermal oxygen atom collisions
were used to obtain an Arrhenius type rate law for the carbon atom loss rate under such conditions.
Further, the direction dependent etching properties of graphite exposed to hypothermal atomic oxygen
collisions were also investigated. These simulations revealed that graphite basal planes are poorly
resistant to energetic oxygen atom etching while the armchair and zigzag edge surfaces are an order of
iii

magnitude more resistant to energetic oxygen atom etching. To compare the response of diamond
surfaces with graphite, energetic oxygen atom etching of low index diamond surfaces namely, diamond
(100), diamond (111) and diamond (110) were carried out at various surface temperatures using the
ReaxFF C/H/O potential. ReaxFF simulations on small oxygen terminated diamond slabs indicated that a
variety of functional groups such as ethers, peroxides, oxy radicals and dioxetanes can form on the
surface, in agreement with earlier experiments and first principles based calculations. Successive oxygen
collisions on larger reconstructed diamond surfaces showed that all the low index surfaces can be etched
by hyperthermal atomic oxygen with diamond (100) showing the lowest etching rate and diamond (110)
presenting the largest etching rate. The erosion yield of these surfaces is in good agreement with
experimental results. The simulations performed here have been used to obtain an Arrhenius type rate law
for the mass loss from these surfaces under such conditions. Although diamond surfaces can be etched by
energetic oxygen atoms, they were found to be more than two orders of magnitude more resistant to
oxidative erosion as compared to graphite basal planes. These simulations suggest that diamond thin films
are promising materials for the surface of space crafts exposed to LEO conditions and in general, the
ability of ReaxFF to be used as an effective tool to screen or characterize materials for applications in
extreme environments.
In order to study the interaction of hyperthermal atomic oxygen with silica surfaces, a widely
used material for the thermal protection system of high speed aircrafts, the ReaxFFSiO potential was
extended to describe oxygen – silica gas surface interactions by harvesting model clusters representative
of a reconstructed (001) silica surface and surface defects on silica, obtaining density functional theory
(DFT) based potential energy curves for the approach of an atomic and molecular oxygen to these
clusters followed by re-parametrization of the ReaxFFSiO potential against this data. The new potential,
, can be employed for accurate molecular dynamics simulations of oxygen – silica gas surface
interactions.
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The thermal fragmentation of a large fullerene molecule was studied through molecular dynamics
simulations in order to understand the mechanisms underlying the pyrolysis of carbon based materials.
While the performance of the ReaxFF C/H/O potential for the chemistry of graphite and diamond
oxidation was very good, its description of the mechanical deformation of carbon condensed phases was
not satisfactory. Thus ReaxFF C/H/O was re-parameterized against DFT data for the equation of state of
graphite, diamond, the formation energies of defects in graphene and amorphous carbon phases from
fullerenes. The newly developed ReaxFF potential (ReaxFFC-2013) was used in the molecular dynamics
simulation of the thermal fragmentation of a C180 molecule. The simulations indicated that the thermal
fragmentation of these giant fullerenes can be classified into two distinct regimes – an exponential regime
followed by a linear regime. In the initial exponential regime, the molecule shrinks in size but retains the
cage like structure while in the final linear regime, the cage opens up into an amorphous phase, resulting
in an acceleration of the decay process. Arrhenius parameters for the decay of the molecule in both the
regimes were obtained by carrying out simulations at various temperatures. While the decay of the
molecule occurred primarily via the loss of C2 units, with increase in temperature, the probability of loss
of larger fragments was found to increase. The newly developed potential along with the methods used in
this study can readily be extended towards the full computational chemical modeling of the high
temperature erosion of graphitic rocket nozzles and ablation of carbon based spacecraft materials during
atmospheric reentry.
Finally, to explore the possibility of developing carbon based materials resistant to oxidative
erosion through the impact of hyperthermal oxygen atoms, oxygen interaction with boron doped graphene
was considered. Model clusters representative of boron doped graphene were used to obtain DFT based
potential energy curves for the approach of an atomic oxygen to these clusters. This dataset can now be
used to parameterize ReaxFF to describe oxygen – boron doped graphene gas surface interactions.
The research work reported in this dissertation lays out a clear strategy to develop a ReaxFF
reactive potential and to apply it to study the oxidative degradation and pyrolysis of materials subjected to
v

extreme conditions. Further it provides a straightforward way to extract Arrhenius type parameters from
molecular dynamics simulations for the erosion of materials under such conditions. These parameters can
be used directly in mesoscale simulation schemes such as Direct Simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC),
thereby providing the vital link between atomic scale and macro scale in bottoms up materials design
approach.
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Introduction

Space crafts and satellites orbiting in the Low Earth Orbit (LEO) are exposed to an environment
consisting of atomic and molecular oxygen, helium, nitrogen, hydrogen, argon and other ionized species
such as O+1. Dominant amongst these species is atomic oxygen (O(3P)) with a number density of ~ 109
cm-3. A space craft traveling in LEO at an orbital velocity of ~8 km/s is subjected to collisions with these
highly corrosive species in addition to exposure to vacuum ultraviolet radiation (VUV) and X-rays. A
combination of the orbital velocity of the space craft and the number density of atomic oxygen yields a
flux of 1015 O atoms cm-2s-1 at mean collision energy of 5eV. These energetic collisions induce chemical
and physical changes in the material through erosion and oxidation. Further, atmospheric reentry vehicles
and capsules enter earth’s atmosphere at hypersonic speeds ranging from 21 km/s for reentry from Mars2
to about 7 km/s for space shuttle reentry3. In addition, the next generation high speed aerospace vehicles
are envisaged to fly at hypersonic speeds larger than Mach 6 (e.g. NASA – X434 or Boeing waverider5
research vehicles). At such high speeds, a strong bow shock forms in front of the vehicle with the
temperature of the gas in the layer between the shock and the surface of the vehicle reaching several
thousands of degrees kelvin. High speed vehicles are equipped with Thermal Protection System (TPS) to
protect the vehicle and the crew from the tremendous heat load. Extreme temperatures in the gas layer
cause vibrational excitation and dissociation of diatomic gas molecules (mainly O2 and N2). These
molecules reach the surface of the vehicle in a dissociated nonequilibrium state. The surface of the
vehicle often acts a catalyst for the exothermic recombination of these radicals, increasing the heat load
on the vehicle6. Carbon based materials are often used as TPS (e.g. space shuttle TPS) materials7 and on
the surfaces of vehicles/objects in LEO owing to their low weight and desirable mechanical properties.
These materials react with energetic radical species (O and N) to form a range of products (CO, CO2, CN
etc.) resulting in their erosion. To characterize the damage due to the high energy collisions with radicals
1

and ablation, and predict, improve and develop suitable oxidation resistant materials, a fundamental
understanding of the processes involved in these gas surface interactions is essential.
Ground based experiments are unable to elucidate the fundamental chemical events associated
with these gas (high energy) – surface (high temperature) interactions owing to the difficulty in
replicating the conditions witnessed in actual hypersonic flight or in the LEO environment. Thus, one has
to resort to theoretical modeling, through molecular dynamics simulations, to obtain atomistically detailed
insight into these collision events. Density Functional Theory (DFT) based modeling is capable of
providing such detailed information on the chemical events. However, the associated computational cost
limits the size of the systems that can be studied using DFT. As an alternative to DFT, classical potentials
allow for simulations for very large systems (millions of atoms), however, they are usually incapable of
describing chemical reactions due to rigid atomic connectivity requirements (e.g. AMBER8, MM39-11
etc.). ReaxFF12 is an empirical potential that allows for the simulation of chemical reactions on large
systems while retaining most of the accuracy of DFT. Similar to the bond-order based force fields
pioneered by Abel13, Tersoff14 and Brenner15, and to more contemporary reactive potentials like
AIREBO16 and COMB17-19, ReaxFF employs a bond distance/bond order relation to enable formation and
dissociation of chemical bonds during a simulation. However, in contrast to other bond order based
potentials, ReaxFF is highly transferrable in nature with a particular emphasis on capturing transition
states in reactions, in addition to the reaction energies themselves. A detailed description of the ReaxFF
potential is provided in the next chapter. In this work, ReaxFF potential has been used to study the
oxidation of graphene, graphite and diamond subject to high energy oxygen atom bombardment. Further,
ReaxFF potentials have been developed using high quality DFT data to describe oxygen – silica gas
surface interactions (

) and carbon condensed phases (ReaxFFC-2013) accurately. The newly

developed ReaxFFC-2013 potential has been used to study the thermal decomposition of a large fullerene
molecule. ReaxFFC-2013 and

can now be used in the full computational chemical modeling of

the pyrolysis of carbon rich materials and energetic oxygen collision events on silica surfaces
2

respectively. Finally a set of DFT based potential energy curves have been computed for the interaction of
atomic oxygen with boron doped graphite. Details of the ReaxFF reactive force field are described in
chapter 2 followed by the molecular dynamics simulations of graphene and graphite oxidation upon
energetic oxygen atom impact in chapter 3, and diamond oxidation in chapter 4. Chapter 5 describes the
development of a ReaxFF potential (

) to describe oxygen – silica gas surface interactions while

chapter 6 discusses the development of ReaxFFC-2013 and its application to fullerene decomposition
simulations. Chapter 7 describes the DFT data obtained for the development of a potential for oxygen –
boron doped graphene gas surface interactions and finally, conclusions from this work are presented in
chapter 8.

3

2

ReaxFF Reactive Force Field

ReaxFF12 is a general bond-order-dependent potential that uses a relationship between bond
distance and bond order on one hand and a relationship between the bond order and bond energy on the
other to describe bond formation and bond dissociation realistically. This formulation allows ReaxFF to
describe under- and over-coordinated systems properly. The bond orders are combined with functions of
valence coordinates such as bond angles and torsion angles so that the energy contributions from bonding
terms vanish upon bond dissociation. The ReaxFF potential uses central field formalism wherein
nonbonded interactions, namely Coulomb and van der Waals interactions, are calculated between every
atom pair. Excessively close range interactions are avoided by using a shielding term20 in the energy
expression for the nonbonded interactions. Atomic charges are calculated using the geometry-dependent
charge calculation scheme (EEM scheme) of Mortier et al21. Instead of Ewald summation to calculate
long-range Coulomb interactions, ReaxFF uses a seventh-order taper function22 with an outer cutoff
radius of 10 Å. The system energy in ReaxFF is calculated as the sum of a number of energy terms as:

A detailed description of each of these terms and their energy expressions can be found in the original
work12. ReaxFF parameters are optimized against Quantum Chemical (QC) data based on Density
Functional Theory (DFT) on relevant systems. Typically, this data consists of atomic charges, geometric
parameters such as bond lengths, bond angles, torsions and lattice constants, heats of formations, equation
of state data and reaction energies. Once the ReaxFF parameters are developed, they can be employed in
molecular dynamics simulations to study the chemistry and dynamics under varied conditions in systems
of our interest. An important aspect of ReaxFF potential is that it can be systematically improved by
fitting to new DFT data in an iterative manner as research on a specific problem proceeds.

4

3

Graphene / Graphite Oxidation
3.1 Introduction
(Parts of this chapter were published in Goverapet Srinivasan and van Duin23)
Owing to their light weight and desirable chemical and mechanical properties, carbon based

materials like organic thin films, polymers and carbon fiber reinforced composites are commonly used as
ablatives and heat shield in spacecraft applications. In the Low Earth Orbit (LEO) altitudes, ranging from
~200 km to ~700 km, the rarefied atmosphere consists of various chemical species that include atomic
and molecular oxygen, helium, nitrogen, atomic hydrogen, argon etc. Dominant amongst these species is
atomic oxygen with an O atom number density of ~109 cm-3 1. A spacecraft traveling at an orbital
velocity of ~8 km/s in LEO is subject to collisions with atomic oxygen in addition to exposure to vacuum
ultraviolet light, X rays, charged species such as O+ and other chemical species1. These highly energetic
collisions result in chemical and physical changes in the material due to erosion and oxidation. A
combination of O atom density and orbital velocity of the spacecraft yields a flux of approximately 1015 O
atoms cm-2 s-1 at a mean collision energy of ~5 eV1. In order to characterize the damages due to these high
energy collisions, predict the long term behavior of these materials and improve them, a fundamental
understanding of the chemical reactions and dynamics involved in these processes is essential.
Experimental works done in the past have frequently used Highly Ordered Pyrolytic Graphite
(HOPG) as the model surface to study these highly energetic reactions. Kinoshita et al 24 characterized the
surface of HOPG after it was exposed to atomic O with a translational energy of 5eV at room temperature
using X-ray photo-electron spectroscopy (XPS) and Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM). They found
from the XPS spectra that the oxygen coverage reached a saturation value of 0.94 with oxygen fluence of
approximately 4x1017 atoms cm-2. Analysis of the C 1s peak by XPS revealed the presence of C-O, C=O,
O-C=O. Ngo et al25 found that a carbon atom was etched for every 8 impinging oxygen atoms from their
measurements on an HOPG sample placed aboard the space shuttle Atlantis (mission STS46). Nicholson
5

et al26-28 conducted a series of experiments to study the morphological evolution of HOPG upon exposure
to hyperthermal O atoms. They found that that the erosion rate was strongly dependent on the surface
temperature of HOPG. Atomic force microscopy images revealed embedded cylindrical erosion pits
whose diameters spanned nanometer through micrometer length scales while their depths ranged from a
few to tens of nanometers. The pits were found to have convex curvature at the pit bottom. These effects
were attributed to the anisotropic kinetics involved in the lateral vs downward reactivity of HOPG. These
experiments, however, did not elucidate the reaction mechanisms. Theoretical work aiming to describe
the oxidation of graphite has been done by a few researchers in the past. Cohen29 attempted to estimate
the loss function of graphite subject to oxygen collisions using classical trajectory. It was suggested that
the erosion of graphite is a two-step process, the first step involving epoxide functionalization of the
surface followed by the removal of this group as CO due to the impact of another O atom. It has been
observed in combustion and gasification chemistry that the rate determining step in the gasification of
graphite involves a reaction that produces CO initially. The production of CO/CO2 is believed to occur
due to the migration of an epoxide oxygen to defect sites that are functionalized by semiquinones and/or
contain chemisorbed O2 molecules30. The epoxide groups neighboring semiquinones are known to
weaken carbon – carbon bonds and facilitate this reaction31-33. The direct loss of a CO2 molecule from
graphene basal surface was shown to proceed via a lactone intermediate. The presence of a neighboring
epoxide or ether group was shown to facilitate this reaction by weakening the C-C bond between the
lactone and graphene basal plane34. Using ReaxFF based molecular dynamics (MD) simulations on defect
free graphene oxide (GO), Bagri et al35 observed that CO and CO2 evolution occurred due to the
desorption of epoxy groups in close proximity to other saturated sp3 carbon bonds. This led to the creation
of vacancies within the basal plane. Defects formed on high temperature reduction of GO were always
found to be decorated with carbonyl groups36. While a lot of effort has been expended in understanding
the reaction mechanisms leading to the oxidation and CO / CO2 desorption from graphene / graphite and
the associated energetics, these calculations do not provide information on the dynamics of CO / CO2
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evolution from graphene / graphite, particularly due to hyperthermal oxygen atom impact as witnessed in
LEO environment and in hypersonic flight.
Experimental research24,26-28 works provide very valuable information about the atom / molecule
scattering phenomena in such high energy collision processes and detailed information about the
morphology of the eroded graphite specimen. However, these experiments are unable to provide
information on the dynamic evolution (in situ) of the surface upon energetic oxygen atom impact. DFT
based calculations are particularly useful in this regard. However, the size of the systems that can be
simulated using these methods is small. Use of periodic boundary conditions with a small system may
introduce artificially high levels of symmetry in the system. Force field based molecular dynamics
simulations offer the flexibility to simulate both the small time scale reactive events and larger system
sizes simultaneously, thereby providing the ability to capture the dynamic evolution of the surface. In the
present work, hyperthermal collisions of atomic oxygen with a graphene sheet are studied through
molecular dynamics simulations using the ReaxFF reactive force field.

3.2 Force Field Validation

In this work, the ReaxFF C/H/O parameter set developed by Chenoweth et al37 has been used to
study the oxidation of graphene and graphite subject to hyperthermal atomic oxygen atom impact. Since
its development this parameter set has been used to study a diverse set of phenomena like the combustion
of various fuels38-39, fullerene self – assembly from a benzene precursor40, graphene oxide redcution35,
graphite oxidation41 etc. Specific to the problem of graphene oxide chemistry, this parameter set has been
shown to reproduce experimentally observed chemical changes during the reduction of graphene oxide35.
To further validate the force field, a set of simulations were performed to compare the ReaxFF results
against ab-initio data for prototypical systems. The loss of carbon atoms from a graphene (graphite) sheet
as CO2 or CO molecules is a particularly relevant chemical event with regard to this study. In tune with
this objective, we consider the heterogeneous evolution of a CO2 molecule form a naphthoxy radical upon
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exposure to atomic oxygen. Figures 1 and 2 show the sequence of reactions leading to the loss of a CO2
molecule. These two reaction mechanisms correspond to the adsorption of an oxygen atom to the two
carbon atoms neighboring the semiquinone group of the naphthoxy radical. The reference system was
taken to be a naphthoxy radical and an oxygen atom far away from it. The ReaxFF based relative energies
(in eV) of all the intermediates and the final product, with respect to the chosen reference is show
underneath each image while the ab-initio based energies (in eV)42 are shown in parentheses next to the
ReaxFF based energies. The ab-initio based energies were obtained at the QCISD(T)/631G(d)//B3LYP/6-31+G(d) level of theory42.

Figure 1: Sequence of reactions leading to the loss of a CO 2 molecule from a naphthoxy
radical upon exposure to an oxygen atom. The oxygen atom adsorbs at an edge carbon atom
neighboring the semiquinone group in the naphthoxy radical.
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Figure 2: Sequence of reactions leading to the loss of a CO 2 molecule from a naphthoxy
radical upon exposure to an oxygen atom. The oxygen atom adsorbs at a bridge position on the
basal carbon atoms neighbouring the semiquinone group in the naphthoxy radical.
It is clear from the figure that the ReaxFF based energies (both reaction barriers and reaction
energies) for all the stages in the chemical reaction leading to the loss of a CO2 molecule from a
naphthoxy radical are in good agreement with the DFT data. In a recent article, Paci et al43 reported direct
dynamics calculations of the hyperthermal impact of an oxygen atom with a model graphene surface
based on DFT using the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE)44 generalized gradient approximation (GGA)
functional with a double-ζ polarization (DZP) basis set. Following Paci et al43, two different sheets, a
pristine and a defective graphene sheet with varying degrees of oxygen functionalization were considered.
Figure 3 shows the various models considered.
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Figure 3: Oxygen functionalized pristine and defective graphene models
Each of these models was geometry optimized and equilibrated at 525 K before being subjected to 100
independent 5eV energetic oxygen atom impacts. The trajectory of the oxygen atom originated at around
5Å above the surface. Table 1 below shows the comparison between ReaxFF and DFT in terms of the
number of different chemical events observed in the simulations. O1 and O3 indicate trajectories run on
singlet and triplet surfaces respectively.
Model I
Reaction

DFT
1

Model II

ReaxFF
3

O

O

Ring Opening

36

32

Epoxide Formation

76

Epoxide Migration

DFT
1

Model III

ReaxFF
3

O

O

16

9

17

75

94

77

37

21

3

Carbonyl Formation

3

2

O2 Formation

1

CO2 Formation

DFT
1

Model IV

ReaxFF
3

O

O

26

9

16

70

88

33

34

46

0

2

1

0

0

2

17

0

0

0

CO Formation

0

-

Dioxirane Formation

0

Inelastic O

0

DFT
1

ReaxFF
3

O

O

13

0

0

0

29

57

7

17

19

11

20

17

21

17

25

3

0

0

15

0

0

14

17

2

55

53

20

79

76

72

1

3

2

2

1

6

0

0

6

0

1

-

0

6

-

1

0

-

0

0

0

2

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

7

2

1

13

11

0

4

0

Sheet Damage
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
4
3
2
Table 1: Comparison of ReaxFF and DFT based simulations on the graphene model
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From the above table, it is clear that ReaxFF is able to capture all the reactions observed in the
DFT based trajectories. O2 formation occurred almost always via an Eley-Rideal (ER) type direct reaction
mechanism wherein the incoming oxygen atom plucked out an epoxide oxygen from the surface to form
an O2 molecule. This observation is consistent with the DFT based trajectories reported by Paci et al43.
Paci et al43 concluded that the steady state surface coverage of oxygen atoms was between those in
models II and III since the probability of O2 formation was higher in model III than the probability of
epoxide formation while ReaxFF based trajectories suggest that the probability of O2 formation was
higher in all the three models (model I – III) with a vacancy defect. From the above tests it can be seen
that the present C/H/O force field parameters are well suited to study the oxidation and erosion of
graphene / graphite upon hyperthermal oxygen atom impact. Details of the molecular dynamics
simulations of oxygen bombardment are provided in the next section.

3.3 Molecular Dynamics Simulations

Molecular dynamics simulations using the ReaxFF reactive force field were carried out to
investigate the outcome of successive hyperthermal oxygen atom collisions on graphene and graphite.
Two sets of molecular dynamics simulations were carried out, one in micro-canonical (NVE) ensemble
and the other in canonical (NVT) ensemble. Figure 4 below shows the structures used in the NVE
simulations. The carbon atoms in the bottom layer of graphite are colored blue to distinguish them from
the atoms on the top layer.
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Figure 4: Structure of graphene and graphite surfaces used in NVE simulations. Carbon atoms
in the top layer of graphite are colored blue while those in the bottom layer are colored gray
The graphene sheet had a total of 384 carbon atoms while the graphite stack had twice as many. The interlayer separation between the graphene sheets in the graphite model was 3.2Å. Before performing the
oxygen collision simulations, the structures were geometry optimized, allowing for the lattice parameters
in the in-plane (X and Y) directions to change, to obtain a strain free initial configuration. The resulting
structures had a periodic cell dimension of 30.08 Å x 34.76 Å (X and Y directions) in the basal plane of
graphene. The direction normal to the graphene basal plane (Z direction) had a cell dimension of 240 Å.
Reflective boundary conditions were imposed in the Z direction. These boundary conditions reverse the Z
component of the velocity of any species that reaches the top (or bottom) face of the periodic cell (it acts
like a virtual wall). Thus, any species leaving from the top side of the graphene sheet is confined to the
space between the graphene sheet and the top face of the periodic cell. These conditions were used
because it would be unrealistic if the species leaving from the top side of the graphene sheet were to enter
from the bottom of the periodic cell and participate in the surface chemistry. In addition, the bulk side of
the graphite specimen is inaccessible in experiments. An oxygen atom trajectory was initiated every
picosecond. The oxygen atom was assigned a linear velocity corresponding to 5eV energy (~ 8km/s). The
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initial separation between the oxygen atom and the graphene sheet was around 7 Å. Only normal impact
of the oxygen atom with the graphene sheet was considered in this study.
The impact of an energetic oxygen atom with the graphene sheet causes the C-C bonds in the
vicinity of the impact to be vibrationally excited45. This local vibrational excitation enables the breaking
and creation of new bonds associated with impact of an energetic oxygen atom45. Continuous
bombardment of oxygen atoms imparts a significant amount of translational energy to the sheet.
Consequently, the sheet is expected to get displaced downward from its initial position. This would
increase the initial vertical separation between the graphene basal plane and the point of origin of the
oxygen atom trajectory. To avoid this scenario, four dummy atoms were placed coplanar with the
graphene sheet. A center of mass restraint between the atoms in the graphene sheet and the dummy atoms
in the z coordinate direction was imposed with a weak coupling. A weak coupling allows for the buckling
of the graphene sheet under the impact of the energetic oxygen atom while approximately holding the z
coordinate of the center of mass of the graphene sheet at its original value. For the graphite stack, eight
dummy atoms were used, 4 in each of the graphene layers. Two sets of mass center restraints were
specified, one between the dummy atoms in the top layer and the carbon atoms in that layer while the
other restraint was specified between the dummy atoms in the bottom layer and the carbon atoms in the
bottom layer. The simulations employed a time step of 0.1fs.
The second set of simulations was aimed at quantifying the effect of surface temperature on the
rate of mass loss from graphite upon successive energetic oxygen atom impacts. Further, these
simulations were also used to investigate the effect of the orientation of graphite on the oxidative erosion
rates. Towards this end, the simulations were carried out in a canonical ensemble (NVT ensemble) at
surface temperatures varying between 500K and 2000K. At each surface temperature, three different
graphite surfaces namely, graphite basal plane, armchair (AC) edge surface and zigzag (ZZ) edge surface,
were exposed to energetic oxygen atom collisions normal to the surface. Figure 5 below shows the initial
configuration of graphite surfaces used in these simulations.
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Figure 5: Structure of Graphite surfaces used in successive energetic oxygen atom collision
simulations. (a) Graphite basal plane, (b) Armchair (AC) edges, (c) Zigzag (ZZ) edges. Carbon
atoms are colored green while hydrogen atoms are colored white.
Graphite basal plane consisted of six graphene layers containing 200 carbon atoms each (a total of 1200 C
atoms ). AC edge surface consisted of 760 carbon atoms while ZZ edge surface consisted of 800 carbon
atoms. The bottom side of both AC and ZZ edge surfaces were hydrogen terminated as shown in figure 5.
Molecular dynamics simulations were carried out at 10 different surface temperatures; 500K to 1000K in
intervals of 100K, 1100K, 1400K, 1700K and 2000K. Prior to molecular dynamics simulations, the
systems were relaxed, allowing for the lattice vectors in the in-plane directions (X and Y directions for
basal plane, Y and Z directions for AC edge, X and Z for ZZ edge) to change, resulting in a zero strain
structure. The lattice parameter in the surface normal direction was held fixed at a value of 100Å. All our
molecular dynamics simulations were performed in NVT ensemble using a time step of 0.1fs. The
temperature of the surface was controlled using a Berendsen thermostat46 with a damping constant of
100fs. Post minimization, the surfaces were first equilibrated at 300K for a duration of 60 ps. However,
the potential energy and temperature values indicated that the surfaces had well equilibrated by 15 ps.
Thus, post equilibration, temperature ramping simulations were initiated from 300K to the target
temperature (between 500K and 2000K) using atomic positions, velocities and accelerations from the
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equilibration simulation, harvested at 5ps intervals beginning at 15ps till 60 ps, giving us a total of 10
independent trajectories for every target temperature (i.e., a total of 100 trajectories). All the trajectories
were further equilibrated at the target temperature for a duration of 15 ps before oxygen atom collisions
were initiated.
In all the 100 simulations, oxygen atom trajectories were initiated 5Å above the surface while the
in-plane coordinates of the oxygen atom were chosen randomly. The oxygen atoms were given a
translational energy of 5eV directed normal to the surface. In all the simulations, one oxygen atom
trajectory was initiated every 250fs, with the total simulation lasting for a maximum duration of 1.125ns
(i.e. a maximum of 4500 5eV energetic oxygen atom collisions were simulated). Similar to the
simulations in NVE ensemble, reflective boundary conditions were used in the surface normal directions
and to avoid the downward displacement of the surface due to energetic oxygen atom impact, the bottom
layer of the graphite basal plane and hydrogen atoms in the AC and ZZ edge surfaces were held fixed.
Every 15ps (i.e., after 60 oxygen atom collisions), all the gas phase molecules were removed from the
simulation cell. A discussion of the results from these simulations is presented in the next section.

3.4 Results and Discussions

Two sets of independent molecular dynamics simulations of energetic oxygen atom collisions
with graphene and graphite stack were carried out using the ReaxFF reactive force field. The successive
bombardment of oxygen atoms eventually led up to the breakup of the graphene sheet into gaseous
species consisting of CO and CO2 molecules primarily. The sequence of events leading to the breakup of
the graphene sheet is shown below in figures 6.
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Figure 6: Sequence of events leading to the breakup of a graphene sheet upon energetic
oxygen atom collision. Carbon atoms are colored gray while oxygen atoms are colored red.
The breakup of the graphene sheet can be divided into distinct regimes. The first regime corresponds to
surface epoxide / ether formation wherein the incoming oxygen atoms bind to the graphene sheet in the
form of epoxides and/or ethers. At some point in time, the first vacancy defect appears on the graphene
sheet due to the loss of CO / CO2 molecule. Once a vacancy defect is created, it expands rapidly resulting
in the breakup of the sheet. Thus the final regime corresponds to one of defect growth through the loss of
CO / CO2 molecules. In the NVE simulations on graphene and graphite stack, C atom loss from the sheet
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occurred primarily in the form of CO molecules and to a much lesser extent in the form of CO2 and other
molecules. The molecules leaving the surface were found to desorb from both the top and bottom sides of
the graphene sheet. Figure 7 shows the sequence of events leading to the disintegration of the graphite
stack.

Figure 7: Sequence of events leading to the breakup of graphite. Carbon atoms on the top layer
are colored gray, carbon atoms in the bottom layer are colored blue and oxygen atoms are
colored red.
Like graphene, the breakup of a graphite stack can also be divided into distinct regimes. The first regime
corresponds to the formation of epoxide / ether groups on the top layer of the graphite stack upon the
impingement of an oxygen atom. At some point in time, the first vacancy defect is created on the top
layer due to the loss of a CO / CO2 molecule after which the defect grows laterally in the top layer. As the
defect on the top layer grows larger, it exposes the carbon atoms in the second layer to energetic oxygen
atom collisions. This leads to the formation of epoxides / ethers on the bottom layer which later goes
through the same process of vacancy defect creation and its growth. As such, the erosion of a graphite
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stack upon energetic oxygen atom impacts is a layer by layer sequential process. This observation is
consistent with the experimental findings on the thermal oxidation of graphite47. The growth of vacancy
defects was observed to be anisotropic in nature with the defects growing more rapidly along the basal
plane directions in comparison to the axial (depth wise) direction, an observation consistent with the
molecular beam experiments on graphite26-28.
NVE simulations of oxygen bombardment gave useful information on the process of oxidative
erosion of graphene / graphite. However, one does not have any control over the temperature of the
system in NVE ensemble. Successive bombardment of 5eV energetic oxygen atoms leads to a buildup of
energy in the simulation box which results in a dramatic increase in the system temperature. As shown in
figure 8, within the course of the NVE simulation of the graphene sheet, the system temperature rose to
around 4500K.

Figure 8: Variation of the system temperature with time upon successive energetic oxygen
atom impacts.
The effect of surface temperature on the rate of mass loss from graphite was studied through the
simulations performed in NVT ensemble. The simulations also investigated the effect of orientation of the
graphite slab on the rate of mass loss upon energetic oxygen atom collisions. Figures 9 to 11 show the
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number of carbon atoms lost from graphite basal plane, AC and ZZ edge surfaces respectively, expressed
as a ratio of the number of atoms lost to the initial number of carbon atoms on the surface (1-N/N0, N0 =
1200 for basal plane, 760 for AC edges and 800 for ZZ edges). Results from all the 100 trajectories (10
surface temperatures, 10 independent trajectories at each surface temperature) for each surface orientation
are plotted in these figures.

Figure 9: Number of carbon atoms lost from graphite basal plane upon hyperthermal atomic
oxygen etching, expressed as a ratio of the number of carbon atoms lost to the initial number of
carbon atoms.

Figure 10: Number of carbon atoms lost from armchair (AC) edges upon hyperthermal atomic
oxygen etching, expressed as a ratio of the number of carbon atoms lost to the initial number of
carbon atoms.
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Figure 11: Number of carbon atoms lost from zigzag (ZZ) edges upon hyperthermal atomic
oxygen etching, expressed as a ratio of the number of carbon atoms lost to the initial number of
carbon atoms.
We see from figures 10 and 11 that the rate of loss of carbon atoms from both AC and ZZ edge surfaces
are linear functions of time while a ‘wavy’ pattern (see fig 9) is observed for the basal plane due to the
oxidative erosion of the basal planes being a ‘layer by layer’ phenomenon. The sequence of events
leading to the loss of C atoms from the graphite basal planes is the same as those explained earlier. From
the above figures, it is clear that an increase in the surface temperature causes an increase in the number
of carbon atoms lost from the surface. This indicates that whilst the impact of oxygen atom occurs at
hyperthermal energies, the loss of the carbon atoms from the surface is due to the thermal events taking
place on the surface. In order to obtain the rate of loss of carbon atoms from graphite surface, a linear
equation of the form 1-N/N0 = k*t was fit to each of the curves in figures 9 to 11. The rate of carbon atom
loss from each surface orientation at any simulated temperature was taken to be the average of rates of
carbon atom loss obtained from the ten independent trajectories at that temperature. These rates were then
used in an Arrehnius type expression to obtain the activation energy and the frequency factor for carbon
atom loss from graphite surface. Table 2 below lists the rates obtained for each surface orientation while
figure 12 shows the Arrhenius fit to the rates computed at each temperature for all the three surfaces.
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Rate of loss (ns-1)

Surface Temperature
(K)

Basal Plane

Armchair edge

Zigzag edge

500

0.9692

0.1648

0.1747

600

1.0894

0.2023

0.1997

700

1.1826

0.2181

0.2208

800

1.3210

0.2414

0.2548

900

1.4309

0.2795

0.2742

1000

1.5634

0.3075

0.3000

(Kcal/mol)

0.936

1.184

1.074

Frequency factor (s-1)

2.4 x 109

5.4 x 108

5 x 108

1100

1.4054

0.3354

0.3415

1400

1.6846

0.4379

0.4441

1700

1.8931

0.5380

0.5165

2000

2.1030

0.6446

0.6246

(Kcal/mol)

1.932

3.132

2.84

Frequency factor (s-1)

3.4 x 109

1.4 x 109

1.2x109

Activation Energy

Activation Energy

Table 2: Rate of carbon atom loss from graphite surfaces upon energetic oxygen atom etching
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Figure 12: Arrhenius fits to graphite mass loss rate upon energetic oxygen atom collision
From table 2 it is clear that the graphite edges (both ZZ and AC edges) are much more resistant to
energetic oxygen atom etching as compared to graphite basal planes. Nevertheless, all the three surface
orientations show acceleration in the rate of mass loss beyond 1000K surface temperature giving two
Arrhenius type regimes (see fig 12), a low temperature regime between 500K and 1000K, and a high
temperature regime beyond 1000K. A commonly used measure to quantify the resistance of a material to
energetic atom etching is the erosion yield (EY), defined as the volume of material lost per oxygen atom
impact.
̇

Here, ̇ is the rate of mass loss from the surface, ρ is the density of the material, F is the flux of oxygen
atoms on the surface and S is the surface are of the exposed specimen. Figure 13 below shows the erosion
yield of all the three surface orientations in both low temperature and high temperature regimes.
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Figure 13: Erosion yield of graphite surfaces upon hyperthermal atomic oxygen etching
From the above figure, it is clear that the graphite edge surfaces are about an order of magnitude
more resistant to energetic oxygen atom compared to basal planes. Further the erosion yield of graphite
basal plane is in good agreement with experimental value of 1.1x10-24 cm3 Oatom-1 26, 28 at 493K surface
temperature. Comparing the erosion yield of graphite with Kapton H polyimide (3x10-24 cm3 Oatom-1)48, a
commonly used spacecraft material, we see that graphite basal planes are just as poorly resistant to
energetic oxygen atom etching as Kapton. As such, a different material that is more resistant to
hyperthermal oxidation is desirable for such applications.
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In addition to the rate of loss of carbon atoms from the surface of carbon based materials, the
mode of mass loss is an essential consideration in the design of high speed aircrafts. It is now known that
the injection of CO2 molecules into the boundary layer around the vehicle helps in delaying the transition
to turbulence as the energy in the acoustic disturbances is damped by its coupling to CO2 normal modes.
This energy transfer decreases the rate of amplification of the disturbances in the boundary layer and
delays the transition to turbulence49-51. Figure 14 shows the mode of mass loss from graphite surfaces
upon energetic atomic oxygen etching.

Figure 14: Mode of mass loss from graphite surfaces upon energetic atomic oxygen etching
At lower temperature, the loss of carbon atoms from graphite basal plane occurs predominantly
through the loss of CO2 molecules and to a lesser extent through the loss of CO molecules. With increase
in temperature however, the mass loss through CO2 molecules decreases monotonically. At high
temperatures the mass loss occurs mostly via the loss of CO molecules. This is in direct contrast to
graphite edge surfaces which lose mass predominantly via the loss of CO2 molecules at all temperatures.
Further, graphite basal planes also lose mass through the loss of C2, C2On (1 ≤ n ≤ 5) and larger species
with their contribution increasing with increase in temperature. Figure 15 shows the ReaxFF geometry
optimized structures of a few of these ‘larger’ species observed in simulations at 1100K.
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Figure 15: A few 'large' molecules lost from graphite basal planes at 1100K surface
temperature. Carbon atoms are colored brown while oxygen atoms are colored red.
However, these products are expected to be kinetic in nature and short lived. For instance, the reaction
mCO2 + nO2  CmO2(m+n) is endothermic by more than 100 Kcal/mol for each of the molecules shown in
figure 15. As a result, it is unlikely to be detected in time of flight mass spectrometry measurements of
mass loss from graphite specimen in molecular beam experiments. In contrast to graphite basal planes,
none of these larger species were observed during the oxidative erosion of both ZZ and AC edges.
Figure 16 below shows a mechanism of loss of CO2 molecule from graphite basal planes
observed in the simulations. Gray and red colored atoms in the figure represent carbon and oxygen atom
respectively. Blue and orange colored atoms are oxygen and carbon atoms respectively that leave the
surface as a CO2 molecule. Green colored oxygen atom represents the incoming oxygen atom. ‘Fault
lines’ were observed in the optical micrograph image of a partially oxidized graphite sample52. These
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were explained to be due to the cooperative alignment of epoxides resulting in the unzipping of the
graphene C-C network52. The black line in the 1st frame of the figure below shows that the simulations are
able to reproduce this unzipping effect and creation of a fault line.

Figure 16: Mechanism of loss of a CO 2 molecule from graphite basal plane
Further, the formation of a lactone intermediate in frame 4 of the above figure is consistent with a DFT
based study34 which showed that CO2 loss from graphene basal planes proceed via a lactone intermediate.

3.5 Summary
In summary, ReaxFF based molecular dynamics simulations have been used to study the direction
dependent erosion of graphite subjected to 5eV energetic oxygen atom collisions. Prior to the simulations,
ReaxFF potential was validated against DFT based energetics for relevant chemical reactions. The erosion
of graphene and graphite basal plane can be divided into distinct regimes. The erosion of graphene occurs
via epoxide formation followed by the creation of a vacancy defect and its growth leading to sheet
breakup. Breakup of graphite occurs via epoxide formation on the top layer, creation of a vacancy defect
and its growth in the top layer followed by epoxide formation on the bottom layer, creation and growth of
vacancy defect on the bottom layer. As such the breakup of graphite basal planes was observed to be a
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layer by layer phenomena with the vacancy defect growing much faster in the basal plane directions as
compared to the axial (depth wise) direction. Molecular dynamics simulation of energetic oxygen atom
etching at various surface temperatures indicated that with increase in temperature, the rate of mass loss
increases from all the three surfaces namely, graphite basal planes, AC edges and ZZ edges. The mass
loss from graphite basal planes occurs predominantly via the loss of CO2 molecules at lower
temperatures. However, with increase in temperature, the mass loss occurs increasingly via the loss of CO
molecules and the number of CO2 molecules lost from the surface decreases monotonically. In contrast,
both ZZ and AC edges lose mass via the loss of CO2 molecules at all temperatures. The erosion yield of
AC and ZZ edges was an order of magnitude lower than graphite basal planes. The erosion yield of
graphite basal planes obtained from the simulations is in good agreement with experimental values
indicating that graphite basal planes are no better than Kapton H polyimide in resisting atomic oxygen
etching. As such, a material with better oxidation resistance is more desirable as a spacecraft material in
LEO conditions.
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4

Direction dependent oxidative etching of diamond
4.1 Introduction
(Parts of this chapter have been submitted for review in Carbon53)
From the results in the previous chapter, we see that graphite basal planes are poorly resistant to

hyperthermal atomic oxygen etching with the rate of erosion increasing rapidly with increase in surface
temperature. As such, a material with lower erosion rates is more desirable for space craft applications in
LEO environment. Owing to their desirable physical and mechanical characteristics, and better oxidation
resistance than graphitic materials54, diamond thin films are promising materials for such applications. A
number of studies in the past have been aimed at understanding the chemistry of oxidative etching of
diamond. Oxidative etching of diamond has also been used as a way to polish and pattern diamond for
optical applications55-56. Sandhu et al57 observed that the reactive ion etching of diamond with oxygen
ions occurred more rapidly as compared to etching in hydrogen ions, and that the rate of etching increased
with increase in temperature. Oxidative etching of diamond (100) using dry oxygen revealed that the
surface formed shallow square etch pits with the loss of carbon atoms proceeding via a step by step
mechanism58-59. The steps edges were found to be more reactive than the terraces, indicating that the
diamond (100) surface is strongly stabilized by oxygen atoms60. Spectroscopic data indicated that the
surface of oxidized diamond predominantly consisted of ether and carbonyl groups60-62. Further, Loh et
al61 observed the appearance of (2x1) reconstructions on diamond (100) surface upon the desorption of
oxygen at 800 ºC while Pehrssson et al62 observed an overlayer of graphitic sp2 carbon on diamond (100)
surface upon oxidation at substrate temperatures larger than 950 ºC. Arrhenius type fits to the
experimental etching rates indicated that the activation energy for the loss of carbon atoms from diamond
(100) surface varied between 41 and 53 kcal/mol58, 60, 63-64. Oxidative etching of diamond (111) surfaces
resulted in the roughening of the surface, which eventually broke up into (100) facets after prolonged
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etching59, 65. The etching rate of diamond (111) surface was found to be larger than that of diamond (100)
surface with the activation energy for etching varying between 56 and 62 kcal/mol64-65.
Experimental studies of atomic oxygen etching under conditions similar to those found in LEO
environment have been carried out by a few researchers in the past. Li et al66-67 studied the oxidative
etching of hot filament chemical vapour deposited (CVD) diamond films subjected to 5eV energetic
oxygen atom collisions at a flux of 2.6 x 1016 atoms cm-2 s-1. They found that the CVD films had a very
low erosion yield (defined as the volume of material lost per oxygen atom impact), varying between 6.35
x 10-26 and 8.28 x 10-26 cm3 atom-1. Spectroscopic characterization revealed that the diamond surfaces
were covered predominantly with ether groups, and to a lesser extent with carbonyl groups. In a series of
articles68-72, Shpilman et al studied the response of CVD diamond films subjected to both thermal (~ 0.04
eV mean energy) and hyperthermal (~ 5 eV mean energy) atomic oxygen etching. Exposure to thermal
atomic oxygen resulted in the functionalization of the surface with oxygen containing groups such as
ether, carbonyl and peroxides while no significant etching of the surface occurred. On the other hand,
exposure to hyperthermal atomic oxygen resulted in the selective etching of (111) facets while (100)
facets remained largely unaffected, indicating that diamond (100) surface is more resistant to
hyperthermal atomic oxygen etching as compared to diamond (111) surface. Diamond (100) facets were
etched only along their edges. Diamond (110) facets were also etched considerably, exhibiting crater like
points on their surfaces and edges.
In parallel with experimental research, theoretical studies73-77 aimed at understanding the
interactions of oxygen with diamond surfaces have been carried out in the past. These studies showed
that, on diamond (100) surface, at monolayer coverage, oxygen atom in ether positions were the most
favourable structure but with increase in temperature, carbonyl positions were more favourable due to
entropic effects. Further, on (2x1) reconstructed diamond (100) surfaces, the increase in the oxygen
coverage past half monolayer resulted in the gradual breaking of the surface reconstruction, resulting in
(1x1) diamond (100) surface at a full monolayer coverage. Oxygen atoms were found to favour on top
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positions (oxy radicals) on (1x1) diamond (111) surfaces while bridge positions were found to be
energetically highly unfavourable. On the other hand, on (2x1) reconstructed diamond (111) surfaces,
oxygen atoms were found to prefer a bridge positions (epoxides) till half a monolayer coverage, after
which subsequent oxygen atoms preferred forming dioxetanes on the surface with the -O-O- dimer
slightly rotated with respect to the underlying -C-C- bond. In recent articles78-79, Paci et al reported first
principles based direct dynamics calculations of hyperthermal atomic oxygen collisions with diamond
(100) and diamond (111) surfaces. In their calculations, they found that fully oxygenated diamond (100)
surface was inert in nature with most of the colliding oxygen atoms either being scattered off the surface
or forming an O2 molecule via an Eley Rideal (ER) type reaction. No mechanism for the removal of a
carbon atom was seen on diamond (100) surface. On the other hand, diamond (111) surface exhibited two
mechanisms for the removal of a carbon atom from the surface. One of them involved the partial
graphitization of the surface while the other involved a β-scission like process that resulted in the
formation of a CO2 molecule.
While a number of works in the past have tried to address the chemistry and dynamics of
diamond oxidation, a comprehensive theoretical study of the etching of low index diamond surfaces (i.e.,
diamond (100), diamond (111) and diamond (110) surfaces) exposed to hyperthermal atomic oxygen has
not been undertaken. In this work, classical molecular dynamics simulations using the ReaxFF reactive
force field12 are used to gain an atomically detailed understanding of the etching of low index diamond
surfaces exposed to energetic oxygen atom collisions. A detailed description of the computational
methods used in the simulations is presented in the next section followed by a discussion of the results
and conclusions from the present study.

4.2 Computational Methods and Details
In order to identify various possible functional groups formed on the surface upon energetic
oxygen atom collisions, following Paci et al78, 100 independent 5eV energetic oxygen atom collisions
each were performed on a representative diamond (100), diamond (111) and diamond (110) surface.
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Diamond (100) surface consisted of 72 carbon atoms forming 6 atomic layers. The top surface of the slab
was fully functionalized with oxygen atoms in the form of carbonyls while the bottom surface was (2x1)
reconstructed and hydrogen terminated. Diamond (111) surface also consisted of 72 carbon atoms
forming 6 atomic layers with 8 of the 12 carbon atoms on the top surface functionalized with oxygen
atoms in the form of oxy radicals (atop oxygen atoms) while the bottom surface was hydrogen terminated.
Diamond (110) surface consisted of 60 carbon atoms forming 5 atomic layers. The top surface was
functionalized with 6 oxygen atoms in the form of epoxides while the bottom surface was hydrogen
terminated. Figure 17 shows these structures used for oxygen collision simulations.

Figure 17: Structure of the diamond surfaces used in individual energetic oxygen atom
collisions simulations. Carbon atoms are colored gray, oxygen atoms are colored red and
hydrogen atoms are colored white. (a) Diamond (100) surface, (b) Diamond (111) surface and
(c) Diamond (110).
Prior to oxygen functionalization, all the surfaces were relaxed, allowing for the lattice vectors in
the in-plane directions (X and Y directions) to change, resulting in a zero strain structure. The lattice
parameter in the surface normal direction was held fixed at a value of 90Å. Later the surface was
functionalized with oxygen atoms and the system was energy minimized again, holding the lattice vectors
fixed. Note that diamond (100) began with a (2x1) reconstructed surface but the oxygen atoms on the
surface led to the breaking of this surface reconstruction to form ketones as shown in fig 1a, in agreement
with earlier theoretical calculations of Paci et al78 and Petrini et al75. After energy minimization, the
surfaces were equilibrated at 298 K in NVT ensemble for a duration of 25 ps using a time step of 0.1 fs.
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The temperature of the system was controlled using Berendsen thermostat46 with a 100fs damping
constant. Post equilibration, 100 independent oxygen atom collision simulations in NVE ensemble were
performed on each of the surface for a duration of 1 ps. The origin of the oxygen atom trajectory was 5Å
above the surface while its in-plane (X and Y) coordinates were chosen randomly. The impinging oxygen
atoms were given a translational energy of 5eV, directed normal to the surface. Results from these
simulations are discussed in the next section.
To obtain the rate of oxidative erosion of diamond surfaces upon hyperthermal oxygen atom
impact, successive energetic oxygen atom collisions were carried out on larger bare diamond surfaces as
shown in figure 18.

Figure 18: Structure of the diamond surfaces used in successive energetic oxygen atom
collisions simulations. Carbon atoms are colored gray and hydrogen atoms are colored white.
(a) Diamond (100) surface, (b) Diamond (111) surface and (c) Diamond (110) surface.
Diamond (100) surface contained 512 carbon atoms, diamond (111) surface contained 768 carbon atoms
and diamond (110) surface contained 576 carbon atoms. The top side of diamond (100) and diamond
(111) surfaces were (2x1) reconstructed while the bottom side of all the three surfaces was hydrogen
terminated. Molecular dynamics simulations were carried out at 6 different surface temperatures from
1000K to 1500K, in intervals of 100K. Prior to molecular dynamics simulations, the systems were
relaxed, allowing for the lattice vectors in the in-plane directions (X and Y directions) to change, resulting
in a zero strain structure. The lattice parameter in the surface normal direction was held fixed at a value of
100Å. All the molecular dynamics simulations were performed in NVT ensemble using a time step of
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0.1fs. The temperature of the surface was controlled using Berendsen thermostat with a 100fs damping
constant. Post minimization, the system was first equilibrated at 300K for a duration of 60 ps. However,
the potential energy and temperature values indicated that the surfaces had well equilibrated by 15 ps.
Thus, post equilibration, temperature ramping simulations were initiated from 300K to the target
temperature (between 1000K and 1500K) using atomic positions, velocities and accelerations from the
equilibration simulation, harvested at 5ps intervals beginning at 15ps till 60 ps, giving us a total of 10
independent trajectories for every target temperature (i.e., a total of 60 trajectories). All the trajectories
were further equilibrated at the target temperature for a duration of 15 ps before oxygen atom collisions
were initiated.
In all the 60 simulations, oxygen atom trajectories were initiated 5Å above the surface while the
in-plane coordinates (X and Y coordinates) of the oxygen atom were chosen randomly. The oxygen atoms
were given a translational energy of 5eV directed normal to the surface. One oxygen atom trajectory was
initiated every 250fs in the simulations, with the total simulation lasting for a maximum duration of 1.5ns
(i.e. a maximum of 6000 5eV energetic oxygen atom collisions were simulated). A reflective wall was
used in the surface normal direction (i.e., Z direction) because it would be unrealistic for any species
leaving the diamond surface to enter the simulation cell from the bottom side and participate in the
surface chemistry. Also, the bulk side of the specimen is inaccessible in experiments. Every 15ps (i.e.,
after 60 oxygen atom collisions), all the gas phase molecules were removed from the simulation cell. All
the molecular images in this chapter were created using the AtomEye atomistic configuration viewer80. A
detailed discussion of the results from the simulations is presented in the next section.

4.3 Results and Discussions
Moleuclar dyanmics simulations using the ReaxFF reactive force field have been performed to
gain an atomically detailed understanding of the etching of low index diamond surfaces exposed to
hyperthermal atomic oxygen. In an earlier article, Paci et al78 had reported the statistics on various
reactions occurring on a model diamond (100) and diamond (111) surface upon hyperthermal oxygen
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atom impact in their molecular dynamics simulations using both SCC-DFTB81 and DFT methods. Their
DFT simulations were performed using the SIESTA82 package employing the Double Zeta Polarized
(DZP) basis set, Perdwe-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE)44, 83 exchange correlational functional and TroullierMartins type pseudopotentials84-85. Both their SCC-DFTB and DFT simulations were spin polarized triplet
calculations, employing the Γ point to sample the Brillouin zone. Tables 3 to 5 below list the percentage
of trajectories leading to various reactions from our ReaxFF calculations on model diamond surfaces (see
fig 17 above and fig 5 of Paci et al78) along with those reported by Paci et al78. Note that SCC-DFTB and
DFT calculations were reported by Paci et al78 for diamond (100) and diamond (111) surfaces only. To
the best of our knowledge, no such calculation is available for diamond (110) surface. Thus, only ReaxFF
based results have been presented for diamond (110) surface in table 5.

Diamond (100) surface
ReaxFF

SCC-DFTB

DFT

Ether formation

13

1

90

O2 formation

16

23

40

Inelastic O

11

74

0

Ozone like group

39

0

0

Peroxide radical formation

19

2

40

Tethered CO2 formation

2

0

0

Dioxetane formation

0

0

20

Table 3: Percentage of trajectories leading to various reactions on model diamond (100)
surface using various methods

Diamond (111) Surface

Oxy radical formation

ReaxFF

SCC-DFTB

DFT

8

43

70

34

O2 formation

75

43

20

Inelastic O

5

0

0

Dioxetane formation

17

0

0

Partial Graphitization

0

5

0

CO2 formation

0

1

10

Table 4: Percentage of trajectories leading to various reactions on model diamond (111)
surface using various methods

Diamond (110) surface
ReaxFF
Ether formation

19

Oxy radical

46

O2 formation

19

Inelastic O

11

Dioxetane formation

5

Table 5: Percentage of ReaxFF trajectories leading to various reactions on diamond (110)
surface
From the above tables, it is clear that ReaxFF is able to reproduce most of the reactions seen in DFT and
SCC-DFTB trajectories, albeit with a broader distribution of probabilities. Some of the structures
resulting from ReaxFF based trajectories are shown in figure 19.
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Figure 19: Some structures resulting from ReaxFF simulations of individual hyperthermal
oxygen atom collisions with model diamond surfaces
Of the 100 trajectories simulated for diamond (100) surface using ReaxFF, 16% of the trajectories
resulted in the formation of an O2 molecule while 11% of the trajectories resulted in the inelastic
scattering of the incoming O atom. In contrast to ReaxFF trajectories, SCC-DFTB trajectories showed a
much higher probability of inelastic scattering of the incoming O atom while the DFT trajectories
presented no instance of inelastic scattering. O2 formation in all the ReaxFF trajectories occurred via an
Eley-Rideal (ER) direct reaction mechanism wherein the incoming oxygen atom plucked a surface
oxygen atom to form an O2 molecule. 19% of the ReaxFF trajectories resulted in the formation of a
peroxide radical (fig 19c) while 40% of the DFT trajectories resulted in the formation of a peroxide
radical and only 2% of the SCC-DFTB trajectories formed peroxide. While peroxide formation in all the
DFT trajectories was accompanied by (2x1) surface reconstruction of the underlying carbon atoms, only 3
of the 19 ReaxFF trajectories showed this event. 39% of the ReaxFF trajectories resulted in formation of
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an ‘ozone like’ functional group (or -C-O-O-O-C- bridge) on the surface (fig 19a) while none of the SCCDFTB or DFT trajectories seem to witness this functional group. The formation of this ‘ozone like’ group
is accompanied by the (2x1) surface reconstruction of the underlying surface carbon atoms. The
formation energy of this structure was computed using ReaxFF and DFTB as Ef = Eozone-like – Esurf – EOatom,

where Eozone-like is the energy of the geometry optimized structure of the configuration shown in figure

19a, Esurf is the energy of the oxygen terminated diamond (100) surface shown in fig 19a and EO-atom is the
energy of an oxygen atom. To calculate the SCC-DFTB energies, firstly (2x1) reconstructed diamond
(100) surface was relaxed, allowing for the cell parameters in the in-plane directions (X and Y directions)
to change while holding the cell parameter in the surface normal direction (Z direction) to a fixed value of
30Å, resulting in a zero strain structure. The SCC-DFTB calculations utilized the pbc-0-3 parameter set8687

. Following this, the surface was functionalized with oxygen atoms and then optimized to obtain Esurf

and Eozone-like while holding the cell parameters fixed. In all the calculations, the Brillouin zone was
sampled using a 4x4x1 kpoint mesh. The formation energy of the ‘ozone like’ group was found to be 1.602 eV using ReaxFF while SCC-DFTB gave a value of -4.581 eV, indicating that both the methods
predict this structure to be a local minimum. It is to be noted that none of the SCC-DFTB or DFT
trajectories seem to show this event. This warrants a more systematic study of the effect of kpoint and the
effect of spin states on the results of the SCC-DFTB and DFT trajectories. 13% of the ReaxFF trajectories
showed the formation of an ether group as shown in fig 19b while 90% of the DFT trajectories and 1% of
the SCC-DFTB trajectories showed ether formation. 2% of the ReaxFF trajectories resulted in the
formation of a tethered CO2 molecule (or a ‘carboxyl like’ group) wherein the incoming oxygen atom
attached to the carbon atom of a ketone on the surface and breaking the C – C bond between the surface
and the sub-surface carbon atom. 20% of the DFT trajectories report the formation of a dioxetane group.
Of the 100 trajectories simulated for diamond (111) surface using ReaxFF, 75% of them resulted
in the formation of an O2 molecule via an ER direct reaction mechanism. In comparison, 43% of the SCCDFTB trajectories resulted in the formation of an O2 molecule while 20% of DFT trajectories formed O2.
8% of the ReaxFF trajectories resulted in oxy radicals (or an ‘atop’ oxygen) wherein the incoming oxygen
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bound to an un-functionalized carbon atom on the surface. 43% of the SCC-DFTB trajectories and 70%
of the DFT trajectories showed this event. 17% of the ReaxFF trajectories resulted in the formation of a
dioxetane on the surface resulting from a bond formed between an oxy radical on the surface and an oxy
radical formed by the incoming oxygen atom on a neighboring unfunctionalized carbon atom, as shown in
figure 19f. 5% of the ReaxFF trajectories resulted in the inelastic scattering of the incoming oxygen atom.
Neither of these two events was seen in the SCC-DFTB and DFT trajectories. 5% of the SCC-DFTB
trajectories resulted in partial graphitization wherein a C – C bond between a surface and a sub-surface
carbon atom was broken. 1% of the SCC-DFTB trajectories formed a CO2 molecule while 10% of the
DFT trajectories resulted in the same.
Since no DFT and SCC-DFTB trajectories are available for diamond (110) surface, results from
ReaxFF trajectories alone are discussed here. Of the 100 trajectories, 19% of the trajectories resulted in
the formation of an ether group as shown in figure 19d, along with breaking the C – C bond in the
neighboring epoxides. In 46% of the trajectories, the incoming oxygen atom broke an epoxide on the
surface to form two oxy radicals bound to adjacent carbon atoms on the surface that initially constituted
the epoxide. 19% of the trajectories resulted in the formation of an O2 molecule via an ER direct reaction
mechanism. 11% of the trajectories resulted in inelastic scattering of the oxygen atom while 5% of the
trajectories formed a dioxetane as shown in figure 19e (instead of forming two oxy radicals, the incoming
oxygen atom was captured into a -C-O-O-C- ring). From the above results, it is clear that ReaxFF is able
to capture the wide variety of chemistry possible on diamond surfaces. While individual trajectory
simulations gave useful information on the nature of functional groups on the surface of diamond, they
are unable to provide any data on the erosion rate of these surfaces subjected to hyperthermal oxygen
atom impacts. To quantify the erosion rates of these surface, successive oxygen atom collisions were
carried out on larger diamond surfaces, as discussed in the previous section.
Successive oxygen atom collisions on diamond surfaces indicated that all the 3 low index surfaces can
be etched by hyperthermal atomic oxygen. The etching of all the three surfaces was observed to be a layer
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by layer phenomenon. Figures 20 to 22 show a sequence of states through which the diamond surfaces
proceed when subjected to hyperthermal atomic oxygen collisions at 1000K surface temperature.

Figure 20: A sequence of states through which a diamond (100) surface proceeds upon
hyperthermal atomic oxygen collision at 1000K.
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Figure 21: A sequence of states through which a diamond (111) surface proceeds upon
hyperthermal atomic oxygen collision at 1000K.

Figure 22: A sequence of states through which a diamond (110) surface proceeds upon
hyperthermal atomic oxygen collision at 1000K.
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The etching of diamond (100) and diamond (110) surfaces by hyperthermal atomic oxygen
proceeded via the functionalization of the bare carbon surface by oxygen atoms followed by the loss of
CO2 molecules predominantly and CO molecules to a lesser extent. While we began with (2x1)
reconstructed diamond (100) surface, soon all the surface reconstruction was broken due to the formation
of various oxygen functional groups, and during the course of etching, the surface carbon atoms were
unable to regain the (2x1) reconstruction. This is in contrast to the observations of Loh et al 61 and
Pehrsson et al62 who found that during thermal oxidation of diamond (100) surfaces, at substrate
temperatures larger than 850 ºC, the surface regained its (2x1) reconstruction or developed a graphitic
overlayer. The etching of diamond (111) surface began with the formation of oxygen functional groups on
the surface. While we began with (2x1) reconstructed diamond (111) surface, the surface quickly
transformed into (1x1) diamond (111) due the energy imparted by 5eV oxygen atom collisions.
Subsequent reconstruction of the oxygen functionalized (1x1) diamond surface did not occur in our
simulations. This is consistent with earlier DFT calculations that indicated the transformation of oxygen
functionalized (1x1) diamond (111) surface into a (2x1) pattern is associated with a very high energy
barrier76. During the course of the simulation, a number of C-C bonds between the carbon atoms in the
surface layer and those in the sub-surface layer broke, resulting in the partial graphitization of the surface.
It is now well known that diamond (111) surface is prone to graphitization88-90. Further, partial
graphitization of diamond (111) surface has also been observed in molecular beam experiments72, which
relate most closely to the simulations in this work. While the surface undergoes graphitization, at some
point in time vacancy defects are created on the surface due the loss of one or more carbon atom in the
form of a CO2 or CO molecule. Once a few defects are formed on the surface, the surface layer etches
away rapidly, much like the rapid etching of graphite basal plane by atomic oxygen23, 26, 28, 41, 43. Figures
23 to 25 show the number of carbon atoms lost from all the three diamond surfaces as a function of time,
expressed as the ratio of number of carbon atoms lost to the initial number of atoms (1-N/N0, N0 = 512 for
diamond (100), 768 for diamond (111) and 576 for diamond (110)). Results from all the 60 trajectories (6
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surface temperatures, 10 independent trajectories at each surface temperature) for each surface are plotted
in these figures.

Figure 23: Number of carbon atoms lost from diamond (100) upon hyperthermal atomic
oxygen etching, expressed as a ratio of the number of carbon atoms lost to the initial number of
carbon atoms
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Figure 24: Number of carbon atoms lost from diamond (1 11) upon hyperthermal atomic
oxygen etching, expressed as a ratio of the number of carbon atoms lost to the initial number of
carbon atoms
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Figure 25: Number of carbon atoms lost from diamond (110) upon hyperthermal atomic
oxygen etching, expressed as a ratio of the number of carbon atoms lost to the initial number of
carbon atoms
We see from figures 23 and 25 that the rate of loss of carbon atoms from both diamond (100) and
diamond (110) are linear functions of time while a ‘wavy’ pattern is observed for the diamond (111)
surface due to a temporary slowdown in the rate of carbon atom loss from diamond (111) surface till a
few vacancy defects are formed on the surface layer after which it etches away rapidly. During this
slowdown, most of the impinging oxygen atoms end up undergoing one of the many reactions discussed
earlier for the diamond (111) surface while the surface itself continues to undergo graphitization. Figure
26 below depicts this process in detail from one of the diamond (111) etching trajectories at 1000K
surface temperature. The simulation snapshots in the figure numbered (1) to (7) correspond to the times 1
– 7 indicated on the plot on figure 26(a). While this phase in the etching of diamond (111) is apparent at
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all the surface temperatures that we simulated, clearly, the duration of this phase for each layer of
diamond (111) slab reduces with increase in temperature.

Figure 26: Etching of a layer of diamond (111) surface by hyperthermal atomic oxygen.
Oxygen atoms are colored red while carbon atoms in the 1 st surface layer are colored yellow,
carbon atoms in the 2 nd layer are colored blue, carbon atoms in the 3 rd layer are colored white
and carbon atoms in the susequent layers underneath are colored green
At time zero, we begin with a bare diamond (111) surface (fig. 10(1)) which etches away
completely by about 0.5ns. During this time, particularly beyond 0.2ns, C-C bonds between the 2nd and
the 3rd surface layers start to break as more of the 2nd layer becomes exposed (see fig 26(a)). During the
time period for 0.51 to 0.72 ns (figs. 26(2) to 26(4)) more of C-C bonds break along with the loss of a few
carbon atoms creating vacancy defects on the surface. Beyond this time, the surface rapidly etches away
with the entire layer being eroded by ~ 1.1 ns. During the time period between 0.51ns and 0.825ns (figs.
26(2) to 26(5)), 21 carbon atoms were lost form the surface while 76 carbon atoms were lost in the time
period between 0.825ns and 1.065ns (figs. 26(5) to 26(7)), showing the acceleration in the etching
process. Correspondingly, there is a sharp decrease in the number of C-C bonds between the atoms in the
2nd and 3rd layer, as shown in figure 26(a). Irrespective of the nature of etching, however, we see that all
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the diamond surfaces can be continuously etched using hyperthermal atomic oxygen, albeit at different
rates.
In order to obtain the rate of loss of carbon atoms from diamond surfaces, a linear equation of the
form 1-N/N0 = k*t was fit to each of the curves in figures 23 to 25. The rate of carbon atom loss from
each surface at any simulated temperature was taken to be the average of rates of carbon atom loss
obtained from the ten independent trajectories at that temperature. These rates were then used in an
Arrehnius type expression to obtain the activation energy and the frequency factor for carbon atom loss
from the three surfaces. Table 6 below lists the rates obtained for each surface along with their activation
energy and frequency factor while figure 27 shows the Arrhenius fit to the rates computed at each
temperature for all the three surfaces.

Rate of loss of carbon atoms (ns-1)

Surface
Temperature (K)

Diamond (100)

Diamond (111)

Diamond (110)

1000

0.2267

0.2624

0.5445

1100

0.2584

0.2993

0.6024

1200

0.2825

0.3453

0.6638

1300

0.3110

0.4233

0.7400

1400

0.3566

0.4819

0.8208

1500

0.3924

0.5496

0.8925

Activation Energy

3.221

4.513

2.973

5.75 x 1011

1.86 x 1012

1.37 x 1012

(kcal/mol)
Frequency factor
(atom s-1)
Table 6: Rate of carbon atom loss from diamond surfaces and their Ar rhenius parameters
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Figure 27: Arrhenius fit to the rate of carbon atom loss from diamond surfaces subject to
hyperthermal atomic oxygen etching. In all the plots, the blue circles correspond to data from
our simulations while the red line corresponds to the Arrrhenius fit to the data .
Comparing the activation energy for etching of diamond surfaces shown in table 6 with those for
the thermal oxidation of diamond (100)58, 60, 63-64 and diamond (111)64-65, we see that under hyperthermal
atomic oxygen collisions, the activation energies are reduced by an order of magnitude. This indicates
that diamond surfaces, though oxidation resistant at thermal conditions, can undergo significant etching at
hyperthermal conditions. Figure 28 below shows the erosion yield of diamond surfaces computed using
the rates from table 6. The erosion yield of graphite basal planes from the previous chapter is also shown
for comparison.
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Figure 28: Erosion yield of diamond surfaces upon hyperthermal atomic oxygen etching
plotted along with the erosion yield of graphite basal plane. The points correspond to the data
from the simulations while the solid lines correspond to the Arrhenius fit to the erosion yield.
From figure 28, we can see that diamond (100) surface is the most resistant to etching followed
by diamond (111) surface while diamond (110) surface is the least resistant to atomic oxygen etching.
However, the activation energy for the loss of a carbon atom from diamond (111) surface is larger than
that from diamond (100) surface (see table 6), indicating that the loss of a carbon atom from diamond
(111) is more strongly temperature dependent than diamond (100). This is consistent with earlier
experimental works58, 64-65 and the fact the rate of graphitization of diamond (111) surface increases with
increase in temperature and graphite basal planes can be etched by atomic oxygen easily. Extrapolating
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the erosion yield of diamond (111) surface to 500K, we get a value of 2.93 x 10-26 cm3 Oatom-1, in very
good agreement with experimental erosion yields66-68, 71-72 that vary between 2 x 10-26 to 8.28 x 10-26 cm3
Oatom-1. Comparing this with the erosion yield of graphite (between 4 x 10-25 cm3 Oatom-1 and 1.1 x 10-24
cm3 Oatom-1)26, 28, amorphous carbon (between 3 x 10-26 cm3 Oatom-1 and 1.8 x 10-24 cm3 Oatom-1)91 and
polymers like kapton H polyimide (3 x 10-24 cm3 Oatom-1)48, we see that the diamond surfaces are 1 to 2
orders of magnitude more resistant to hyperthermal atomic oxygen etching. Thus, diamond thin films,
with predominantly diamond (100) oriented grains are promising candidates for the surfaces of space
crafts exposed to LEO environment.

4.4 Summary
In summary, molecular dynamics simulations have been carried out using the ReaxFF reactive
force field to gain an atomically detailed insight into the etching of diamond surfaces by hyperthermal
atomic oxygen. Molecular dynamics simulations on small model diamond surfaces showed that a variety
of functional groups such as ethers, peroxide radicals, oxy radicals and dioxetanes can form on these
surfaces upon exposure to atomic oxygen, in agreement with both theoretical and experimental studies
reported earlier. Molecular dynamics simulations on larger diamond surfaces indicated that all the three
low index surfaces, namely diamond (100), diamond (111) and diamond (110) can be etched by
hyperthermal atomic oxygen. The etching of all the surfaces was observed to be a layer by layer
phenomenon. While the etching of diamond (100) and diamond (110) proceeded by formation of oxygen
functional groups on the surface followed by the loss of carbon atoms in the form of a CO2 or CO
molecule, the etching of diamond (111) surface proceeded by the simultaneous graphitization and
functionalization of the surface with oxygen atoms. Subsequently, once a few vacancy defects were
formed, the surface layer etched away rapidly, much like the etching of graphite basal planes by atomic
oxygen. The simulations were then used to obtain an Arrhenius type rate law for the loss of carbon atoms
from the surface. The erosion yield of diamond surfaces indicated that diamond (110) is the least resistant
and diamond (100) is the most resistant surface to atomic oxygen etching, in agreement with earlier
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experimental observations. Nevertheless, the erosion yield of all the diamond surfaces were 1 to 2 orders
of magnitude smaller than Kapton H polyimide, a commonly used material on the surface of spacecrafts
in LEO environment, indicating that diamond thin films with predominantly diamond (100) oriented
grains could be a promising material for such applications.
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5

Development of

for Oxygen–Silica Gas Surface
Interactions
4.1 Introduction

(Parts of this chapter were published in Kulkarni et al92)
On account of its low thermal conductivity, high melting temperature, and low catalytic activity,
silica is a significant component in many reusable and ablative thermal protection systems for high-speed
aerospace vehicles. For example, most current high-temperature oxidation-protection systems for leading
edges on hypersonic vehicles involve silica-based or silica-forming coatings (e.g., the reinforced carboncarbon systems used on the Space Shuttle and the X-43A research aircraft vehicle). Furthermore, natural
silica oxides (SiO2) form on SiC, Si3N4, and most Ultra High Temperature Ceramic (UHTC) composite
systems under conditions similar to those of earth re-entry93-94. In hypersonic flight, the gas layer between
the bow shock and the surface of the vehicle can reach temperatures of several thousand kelvins leading
to the vibrational excitation and dissociation of diatomic molecules (O2 and N2 primarily). These gaseous
species reach the surface of the vehicle in a dissociated highly non equilibrium state. The surface of the
vehicle acts as a catalyst for the exothermic recombination of these dissociated species, increasing the
overall heating on the thermal protection system of the vehicle. It has been shown that this heterogeneous
recombination can contribute up to 30% of the total heat load for Earth reentry95. Despite a large body of
experimental work93, 96-101, the fundamental processes occurring on silica surfaces exposed to atomic and
molecular oxygen are still uncertain. Molecular dynamics based simulations can provide atomistically
detailed insight into the mechanisms that contribute to the heterogeneous recombination of oxygen
species on silica surfaces. Such simulations based on empirical potentials102-106 have been used in the past
to study the gas surface interactions of oxygen atoms and molecules with silica surfaces. A number of
empirical force fields describing Si-O systems have been developed in the past107-111, and they have been
successful in describing the structures and energies of various polymorphs of silicon and silicon oxides.
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Specifically, the BKS potential109 has been used for simulating bulk silica and silica surfaces112. Although
these force fields provide valuable insights into the dynamics of silica polymorphs and their chemistry,
they are applicable only close to the equilibrium structures of the morphologies against which they were
parameterized. This imposes a severe restriction on the transferability of these potentials and their ability
to simulate chemical reactions.
To describe the structures, properties, and chemistry of silicon and silicon oxide materials,
ReaxFFSiO was developed by van Duin et al113. Since its development, ReaxFFSiO has been successfully
used to study such diverse phenomena such as the thermal decomposition of PDMS polymers114, crack
propogation115, brittle to ductile transitions in silicon crystals116, self-assembly of silica nanocages into an
inorganic framework with potential applications as capacitors and heterogeneous catalysts117 and
hyperthermal oxygen atom interaction with silicon surfaces and nanowires118-121. Although ReaxFFSiO has
been developed and used extensively, it was not specifically parameterized for gas–surface interactions.
In this work, ReaxFFSiO potential for silica has been extended to describe the chemistry and dynamics in
oxygen–silica gas–surface interactions (GSI). This extended potential is referred to as

.

4.2 Gas – Surface Model Systems and DFT based Binding Energy Curves

Cluster models representing the interaction of atomic and molecular oxygen were selected from
reconstructed (001) α-quartz and several defects occurring on silica surfaces. The cleaved (001) α-quartz
surface is known to undergo reconstruction into a well ordered (1x1) pattern at room temperature122.
Figure 29 shows the cleaved and reconstructed (001) α-quartz surface as obtained from ReaxFF
simulations after geometry optimization.
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Figure 29: (a) Cleaved (001) α-quartz surface. (b) Reconstructed (001) α-quartz surface.
Oxygen atoms are red, and silicon atoms are gray.
Non defective cluster models representing the site over a fully coordinated surface silicon atom
(S) and the site over a bridging oxygen atom (B) were chosen to represent the reconstructed (001) αquartz surface while defective cluster models representing an under-coordinated surface silicon atom or a
non-bridging oxygen atom were chosen to represent surface defects occurring on silica surfaces. A
notation ‘Tn-A + B’ was chosen for these models where ‘n’ represents the number of silicon atoms, ‘A’ is
the relevant surface site represented by the cluster and ‘B’ denotes the O/O2 species (as the case maybe)
interacting with the cluster. Figure 30 shows the non-defective clusters representative of the (001) αquartz surface while figure 31 shows the defective clusters representative of surface defects on silica.

Figure 30: Non-defective clusters. (a) T2-B1, (b) T2-B1+O, (c) T5-S1+O, (d) T8-B1
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Figure 31: Defective Clusters: (a) T4-O, (b) T4-O+O, (c) T4-O2||, (d) T4-O2, (e) T4-O2||+O,
(f) T4-O+O2||
Single point energies for the approach of an oxygen atom (or molecule as the case maybe) in
various configuration shown above were calculated to obtain the binding energy curve with a convenient
reference chosen separately for each system. Singlet and triplet curves were calculated for the non –
defective clusters that contain an even number of electrons while doublet and quartet curves were
calculated for defective clusters consisting of an odd number of electrons. The density functional
calculations employed M06-2X123 functional for the non – defective clusters and M06-L124 for the
defective clusters in def2-TZVP basis125. The binding energy curves along with those from ReaxFFSiO and
are presented in the Results and Discussion section of this chapter.

4.3 Retraining ReaxFF reactive force field

As mentioned in the previous section, ReaxFFSiO113 was developed to describe the structures,
properties, and chemistry of silicon and silicon oxide materials. However, it was not parameterized
against quantum chemical data specific to gas surface interactions. First, the DFT based binding energy
curves were compared to the energy values predicted by ReaxFFSiO. While the energies predicted by the
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ReaxFFSiO potential for the non-defective T8-B1 cluster was satisfactory (Fig 34), ReaxFFSiO energies
were too repulsive for the T2-B1+O and T5-S1+O clusters (Figs. 32,33). Amongst defective clusters, the
performance of ReaxFFSiO was satisfactory for the T4-O, T4-O2||+O, T4-O+O2|| clusters (Figs. 35, 39, and
40 respectively). ReaxFFSiO predicted a purely repulsive energy profile for the T4-O+O and T4-O2
clusters (Figs. 36 and 38), while the DFT profile showed an attractive well between 1.1 – 3.0 Å for the
T4-O+O cluster and an attractive well between 1.5 – 2.0 Å for the T4-O2 cluster. ReaxFFSiO predicted a
qualitatively incorrect profile (no barrier for the approach of the oxygen molecule) for the T4-O2|| cluster
(Fig. 37).
To re-parameterize ReaxFFSiO, the DFT based binding energy curves obtained for the defective
and non – defective clusters were added to the ReaxFFSiO training set to extend ReaxFFSiO for gas –
surface interactions. In addition to these entries, the training set contained cell parameters for quartz,
cristobalite and coesite, Si, O and H charges in various compounds, Si – O bond lengths and Si – O – Si
angles in crystalline forms of silica, heats of formation of quartz, cristobalite, and coesite, equation of
state for silicon diamond lattice, cristobalite, and coesite, energies of silicon suboxides and ring
conformations, various angle bending energies such as Si – O – Si angle, H – Si – H angle etc., Si – O and
O – O bond dissociation energies, and Si and O over- and under-coordination energies, as described in
van Duin et al113.
The ReaxFF parameter optimization proceeds via a successive one-parameter search optimization
technique126. This technique uses a training set that contains the DFT values for various quantities like the
cell parameters, bond lengths, bond angles, torsion angles, charges, heats of formation, equations of state
for various crystals, and the relative potential energies for various clusters and their associated weights. In
addition, a ‘params’ file containing the list of parameters that must be optimized, which includes
parameter minimums, maximums, and search interval values, is specified as an input for the force field
optimization program. For every parameter specified in the params file, the program performs four
individual ReaxFF runs resulting in four error values (called ErrorReaxFF). In the first two runs, the
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parameter value is decreased and increased by the search interval value specified for that parameter.
Using each of these parameter values, a ReaxFF-based error value is calculated for every datum in the
training set. This error is defined as

(

In the above expression

)

is the value of the ith quantity in the training set based on ReaxFF, and

is the Quantum Chemical value of that quantity. The inverse weight i is a number that determines
the accuracy desired for that physical quantity. The cumulative ReaxFF error for all the entries in the
training set based on the present value of a parameter is defined as
∑

The force field optimization program calculates ErrorReaxFF using the original (unmodified) value of the
present parameter plus two modified values. A parabola (

) is then fit through the three

ErrorReaxFF values as a function of their corresponding parameter values. If the program identifies a
‘concave up’ (a > 0) parabola, the procedure uses extrapolation (or interpolation) to find the optimum
parameter value within a user-input set range. On the other hand, if the program identifies a ‘concave
down’ (a < 0) parabola, the procedure chooses the best of the three parameter values. Using the best
parameter value thus identified, a fourth ReaxFF run is performed after which the procedure moves on to
the next parameter defined in the ‘params’ file. In order to take into account the strong inter-parameter
correlation in ReaxFF, multiple copies of the list of parameters to be optimized are placed in the ‘params’
file so that the force field optimization program can visit any parameter more than once and optimize it
while the other parameters take on their most recent values.
The ‘params’ file for the optimization of the ReaxFFSiO potential to describe gas–surface
interactions included Si and O atom parameters, Si – O and O – O bond parameters, Si – O – Si, O – Si –
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O, O – O – Si and Si – Si – O angle parameters. A detailed description of these parameters and the
ReaxFFSiO potential energy equations can be found elsewhere113. The inverse weights for various clusters
in the training set were assigned carefully to ensure that the parameter optimization is able to generate a
force field that can describe the energetics of the above clusters without causing much change in the
description of other structures from the earlier ReaxFFSiO training set. Being a classical potential, ReaxFF
does not use electronic degrees of freedom; for this reason, the ReaxFF potentials are always
parameterized to reproduce the energy of the lowest-lying spin state of any configuration. Accordingly,
for each of the above clusters, the energy of lowest lying spin state (triplet/singlet for non-defective
clusters and doublet/quartet for defective clusters) was taken as the DFT value against which the
ReaxFFSiO parameters were optimized.

4.4 Results and Discussions

DFT based binding energy curves of representative systems were used to extend ReaxFFSiO to
describe oxygen – silica gas surface interactions. The binding energy curves from DFT, ReaxFFSiO and
for the non-defective clusters are shown in figures 32-34 while those for the defective clusters
are shown in figures 35-40.

Figure 32: Binding energy curves for T2B1-O
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Figure 33: Binding energy curves for T5S1-O

Figure 34: Binding energy curves for T8B1

Figure 35: Binding energy curves for T4-O
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Figure 36: Binding energy curves for T4-O+O

Figure 37: Binding energy curves for T4-O 2 ||

Figure 38: Binding energy curves for T4-O 2 
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Figure 39: Binding energy curves for T4-O 2 ||+O

Figure 40: Binding energy curves for T4-O+O 2 ||
It is evident from the plots that

is in much better agreement with the DFT values than

ReaxFFSiO. Notably, amongst the defective structures,

is able to predict the correct energy

profile for T4-O+O (Fig. 36), T4-O2|| (Fig. 37), T4-O2 (Fig. 38). Among the non-defective clusters, the
energy profile predicted by

for the T2-B1+O (Fig. 32) and T5-S1+O (Fig. 33) clusters is much

less repulsive than the energy predicted by ReaxFFSiO.
1.9 Å and 3 Å for the T2-B1+O cluster. Though
are a few minor instances where
instance,

predicts a small attractive well between
is in very good agreement with DFT, there

is still unable to fully predict the DFT energy values. For

is unable to exactly reproduce the barrier for the approach of O2 molecule in the T4-

O2|| cluster (see Fig. 37). In addition,

predicts the minimum energy to occur at a distance of
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2.0 Å for the T4-O2|| cluster while DFT predicts the minimum energy to occur at a distance of 1.7 Å.
Though the energy profiles for the T4-O+O cluster has been improved considerably from that predicted
by

, the potential well, as predicted by

, is still shallow in comparison to the DFT

values (see Fig. 36).

4.5 Summary
In summary, ReaxFFSiO has been extended to describe oxygen silica gas surface interactions by
obtaining DFT based binding energy curves for cluster models representing defective and non-defective
sites on silica surfaces and re-parameterizing ReaxFFSiO to reproduce these energies. The new potential
developed has been named

This potential can be used for accurate fully reactive molecular

dynamics simulations of oxygen silica gas surface interactions. In a recent article127,

was used

to describe the nature of chemical defects found on the surface of silica upon exposure to atomic oxygen
and its implications for the catalytic recombination of the oxygen on silica surfaces.
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6

Thermal Fragmentation of a Large Fullerene
6.1 Introduction
(Parts of this chapter have been submitted for review in J Phys Chem A128)
Rocket nozzles and the surface of a spacecraft during atmospheric reentry are subjected to a

tremendous heating load. Owing to their light weight and desirable chemical and mechanical properties,
carbon based materials like organic thin films, polymers and carbon fiber reinforced composites are
commonly used as ablatives and heat shield in spacecraft applications. The extreme heating of the surface
of the spacecraft and nozzles results in material loss through pyrolysis. In order to predict the rate of mass
loss from such materials, a full chemical understanding of the thermal decomposition of such materials is
essential. Fullerenes are cage like structures consisting entirely of carbon atoms that could serve as a
prototypical all carbon material for studying their thermal stability. Ever since their discovery129,
fullerenes have been a subject of active research owing to their wide ranging applications. A number of
studies in the past have been dedicated towards attempting to explain the atomistically detailed
mechanism of the formation of fullerenes from hot carbon vapor or hydrocarbon combustion flames. The
earliest mechanism proposed for the formation of fullerenes was the ‘party line mechanism’130 according
to which small carbon fragments assembled into monocyclic rings. As these rings grew beyond 25 to 35
carbon atoms in size, polycyclic networks began to emerge from them which eventually rearranged into
pentagons and hexagons to provide the necessary curvature for the closure of the fullerene cage. As an
extension of the party line mechanism, the ‘pentagon road mechanism’131 was proposed which suggested
that the lowest energy open graphitic networks formed from the party line mechanism were those that
obeyed the pentagon rule and subsequently annealed into fullerenes. The ‘ring fusion spiral zipper
mechanism’132 suggested that small carbon fragments first assemble to form planar mono, bi and tri cyclic
rings that later coalesce and anneal into fullerene cages. On similar lines to the pentagon road mechanism,
the ‘fullerene road mechanism’133 was proposed which allowed for the existence of adjacent pentagons in
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the process leading to the formation of fullerenes. Ab initio calculations134 showed that such closed shell
molecules with adjacent pentagons (such as C50 with D5h symmetry) were thermodynamically favorable.
More recently, in a series of articles135-140, Irle and coworkers proposed the ‘shrinking hot giant road’ to
fullerene formation through their Density Functional Tight Binding (DFTB)81, 141 based Molecular
Dynamics (MD) simulations. According to this mechanism, larger fullerene molecules (larger than 100
atoms) first assemble from hot carbon vapor through autocatalytic reactions of carbon chains. These
larger fullerenes then shrink in size to C60 and C70 through the loss of small molecular fragments such as
C2.
In parallel with fullerene formation studies, a number of works in the past have tried to address
the thermodynamics, kinetics and possible mechanisms of the decomposition of fullerenes, with most of
these works being limited to small fullerenes (smaller C100). Early laser induced fullerene decompositions
experiments131, 142 suggested the ‘shrink – wrap mechanism’131 of fullerene fragmentation wherein the
fullerene molecules shrink down in size due to the loss of a C2 fragment from two abutting pentagons. At
high temperature conditions characteristic of fullerene formation, these abutting pentagons could be
formed by Stone – Wales (SW) rearrangements143 in the fullerene molecule. Alternately, ab initio
calculations144-145 suggested an energetically more favorable ‘handle and stick mechanism’ through an sp3
intermediate that does not require the creation of abutting pentagons for the loss of a C2 unit from the
fullerene molecule. MD studies based on tight binding potentials were used to understand the dynamics of
fullerenes subjected to high temperatures. Wang et al146 found that Buckminsterfullerene (C60) was stable
against spontaneous disintegration up to 5000K beyond which the cage like structure opened up into an
amorphous phase due to C – C bond breakage. Zhang et al147 studied the fragmentation temperature of a
range of fullerenes from C20 to C90 and noted that the fragmentation temperature increases linearly with
the size of the fullerene from C20 to C58 but levels off at around 4750K beyond C60 while Kim et al148
found that the melting temperature of C60 and C70 molecules lie between 3000 and 4000K. Further, at
5000K, they observed the rapid disintegration of the cage like structure in both C60 and C70 molecules,
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initiated by the breakage of a C – C bond between a five and a six membered ring in the molecule. This
was later confirmed by Kim and Tomanek149, who studied the phase transitions in fullerenes with increase
in temperature. In their constant energy MD simulations of a C60 molecule, Xu et al150 observed a
continuous loss of C2 molecules beyond a temperature of 5600K. Openov et al151 studied the
fragmentation of a C60 molecule between 4000K and 6000K, an reported an activation energy of 9.2eV
for the fragmentation of the fullerene molecule. In their size down trajectories152 of the shrinking hot giant
road to fullerene formation, Irle and coworkers observed that the decomposition of the self – assembled
giant fullerenes occurred in two stages, an antenna fall off stage followed by the irreversible Cn pop out
phase leading to the shrinking of the fullerene molecule. Further, they observed that, in a dynamic size
down process of fullerene molecules, a number of channels for Cn fragment elimination (other than the
‘shrink – wrap’ and ‘handle and stick’ mechanism mentioned above) open up resulting in a variety of
topological defects. While a number of works in the past have tried to study the decomposition of
fullerenes, they have been restricted to the initial stages of fullerene decomposition on short time scales.
To the best of our knowledge, no study has been undertaken to observe the complete size down of a
fullerene molecule from its original cage like structure till its complete disintegration. In this work, we
have studied the thermal decomposition of a large icosahedral fullerene molecule (C180) by performing
constant temperature MD simulations using the ReaxFF reactive force field. Prior to performing these
simulations, we re-parameterized the ReaxFF C/H/O potential to obtain a more accurate description of the
condensed phases of carbon. The newly developed potential (called ReaxFFC-2013) was used in the MD
studies of C180 fragmentation between temperatures of 4100K and 4500K to obtain the decomposition
rates and activation energy for the large fullerene decomposition.

6.2 Parameterizing ReaxFFC-2013 Reactive Force Field
As mentioned in chapter 3, ReaxFF C/H/O potential was developed by Chenoweth et al37 to
describe hydrocarbon and their oxidation chemistry by parameterizing against an extensive training set
consisting of atomic charges, bond lengths, bond, valence and torsion angle energies, heats of formation
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and various hydrocarbon reaction energies. However, this potential was not explicitly parameterized to
describe the dynamics of condensed phases of carbon. Towards this end, ReaxFF C/H/O has been
extended to describe carbon condensed phases more accurately. The new potential developed here is
called ReaxFFC-2013. In addition to the ReaxFF C/H/O training set, the training set for ReaxFFC-2013
parameterization consisted of equation of state type data for the volumetric expansion of diamond, in and
out of plane expansion of graphite, uniaxial expansion of diamond in (001) direction, heats of formation
of graphite, diamond, mono, di, tri and quadruple vacancies in graphene, heat of formation of stone-wales
defect in graphene and heats of formation of a number of amorphous carbon phases obtained from earlier
simulations of thermal decomposition of fullerenes performed in our group using the ReaxFFCHO
potential. First principles calculations based on Density Functional Theory (DFT) were performed to
provide the aforementioned data for ReaxFFC-2013 parameterization. DFT based calculations to obtain the
equation of state of graphite and diamond were performed using the Perdew – Burke – Ernzerhoff
(PBE)44 exchange-correlation functional with the DFT-D2153 parameters to describe the van der Waals
interaction for carbon as implemented in the VASP package154. A projector augmented wave (PAW)
potential155 was used to perform the calculations. A well converged 12x12x12 Kpoint mesh was used for
the two atom diamond unit cell while a denser 16x16x8 Kpoint mesh was used for the four atom graphite
unit cell with a high precision setting in VASP that used a 500eV plane wave energy cutoff. While the
condensed phase calculations were done using a plane wave basis set based code, the heats of formation
for the amorphous carbon phases and fullerenes were calculated using the Jaguar quantum chemistry
package156 in the Schrodinger software suite employing the 6-311g** basis set157 and B3LYP158-160
exchange correlation functional. For these calculations, the geometry optimizations were performed with
a root mean squared (RMS) force convergence criteria of 3.5x10-4 hartree per a.u. or smaller.
The parameterization of the ReaxFFC-2013 potential was carried out using a successive one
parameter search optimization technique126, described in detail in chapter 5. The energy predictions from
DFT-D2, ReaxFFCHO and ReaxFFC-2013 are shown in the figures below. In all the figures, the black line
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corresponds to values from DFT-D2, the blue line corresponds to values from ReaxFF C/H/O and the red
line corresponds to values from ReaxFFC-2013. All the energies are reported on a ‘per atom’ basis. Figures
41 and 42 below show the equation of state for graphite obtained upon expansion / compression of the
lattice in the in-plane and out of plane directions respectively.

Figure 41: Equation of state data for the isotropic variation of the lattice constant along
graphite basal plane directions. Black line corresponds to DFT-D2, red line corresponds to
ReaxFF C-2013 and blue line corresponds to ReaxFF CHO .

Figure 42: Equation of state data for the variation of the lattice constant normal to the graphite
basal plane directions. Black line corresponds to DFT-D2, red line corresponds to ReaxFF C-2013
and blue line corresponds to ReaxFF CHO .
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From the above figures, especially from figure 41, it is clear that ReaxFFC-2013 is in much better agreement
with DFT-D2 compared to ReaxFF C/H/O. ReaxFF C/H/O predicted incorrect values for the in and out of
plane optimum lattice constants of graphite. In addition, ReaxFF C/H/O predicted an incorrect curvature
in the energy vs lattice constant curve around the minimum and an artificial shoulder between 2.3 and 2.4
Å in the in-plane direction. Figures 43 and 44 show the equation of state for diamond obtained upon
volumetric expansion/compression and the uniaxial expansion/compression along the (001) direction
respectively. The force field optimization procedure used a 2x2x2 super cell (containing 16 atoms) of the
diamond structure used in the DFT-D2 calculations.

Figure 43: Equation of state data for the cubic expansion of a 2x2x2 diamond super cell
containing 16 atoms. Black line corresponds to DFT-D2, red line corresponds to ReaxFF C-2013
and blue line corresponds to ReaxFF CHO .
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Figure 44: Equation of state data for the uniaxial expansion of a 2x2x2 diamond super cell
containing 16 atoms in the (001) direction. Black line corresponds to DFT-D2, red line
corresponds to ReaxFF C-2013 and blue line corresponds to ReaxFF CHO .
Again, figures 43 and 44 show that ReaxFFC-2013 overcomes the inaccurate prediction of the optimal
lattice constant and the curvature around the minimum by ReaxFF C/H/O, resulting in a potential that
closely reproduces the DFT-D2 based equation of state for diamond. However, ReaxFFC-2013 predicts a
much stiffer equation of state for large volumetric expansions greater than 10%. Figure 45 shows the
relative energies (in kcal/mol) of various vacancy defects and Stone-Wales defect143 (SW) on graphene
with respect to pristine graphene on a ‘per atom’ basis. The energy computed using DFT-D2, ReaxFFCHO
and ReaxFFC-2013 is shown in black, blue and red fonts respectively. All the molecular images in this
chapter were constructed using the VMD molecular visualization package161.
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Figure 45: Relative energies (in kcal/mol) of vacancy and stone - wales defect in graphene
with respect to pristine graphene expressed on a per atom basis. Black font corresponds to
DFT-D2, red font corresponds to ReaxFF C-2013 and blue font corresponds to ReaxFF CHO.
Clearly, ReaxFFC-2013 is in very good agreement with DFT-D2 data. ReaxFFC-2013 predicts an atomization
energy of 172.6 kcal/mol for graphite, in very close agreement with experimental value of 172.46
kcal/mol162 while ReaxFF C/H/O predicted a graphite atomization energy of 197.3 kcal/mol. Further, on a
per atom basis, ReaxFFC-2013 predicts graphite to be 0.66 kcal/mol more stable than diamond and graphite
to diamond transformation barrier of 4.91 kcal/mol, in close agreement with the respective DFT-D2
values of 0.61 kcal/mol and 7.41 kcal/mol. Table 7 shows the formation energy of various fullerenes with
respect to C60 on a ‘per atom’ basis, computed using the equation below. The symmetry of each of the
fullerene is listed in brackets in table 7.

Formation energy (kcal/mol)
DFT

ReaxFFCHO

ReaxFFC-2013

C32 (D3h)

11.32

10.76

7.44

C36 (D3h)

8.72

7.62

5.84

C42 (C2v)

7.47

6.32

4.65

C44 (D3h)

6.38

5.65

4.16

C46 (C2v)

5.47

4.41

3.25

C48 (C2v)

5.78

4.71

3.30
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C50 (D3h)

8.70

5.98

4.04

C60 (Ih)

0.00

0.00

0.00

Table 7: Formation energy of various fullerenes expressed on a 'per atom' basis with respect to
C 60 molecule
Figure 46 shows the formation energy for various amorphous ‘blob’ like phases obtained upon thermal
decomposition of a C180 molecule using ReaxFF C/H/O with respect to fullerenes of corresponding sizes
using the equation below

The symmetry of the fullerene molecules considered is same as that shown in brackets in table 7. In the
above equation,
in figure 46 while

corresponds to the single point energy of the amorphous ‘blob’ like phases shown
is the optimized energy value of the corresponding fullerene. The energy

computed using DFT, ReaxFFC-2013 and ReaxFFCHO is shown in black, red and blue fonts respectively.

Figure 46: Relative energies (in kcal/mol) on a 'per atom' basis of amprohpous phases with
respect to fullerenes of corresponding sizes. Black font corresponds to DFT, red font
corresponds to ReaxFF C-2013 and blue font corresponds to ReaxFF CHO.
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From table 7, we see that ReaxFFC-2013 predicts smaller fullerenes (smaller than C60) to be more stable
than ReaxFF C/H/O. However, this overestimation does not have any effect on our simulations as the
molecule opens up into an amorphous phase by the time it decays down to C60, as discussed in the
following sections. Figure 46 clearly shows that ReaxFFC-2013 is in very good agreement with DFT
energies for such amorphous phases. In addition, ReaxFFC-2013 is able to reproduce the faceted geometry
of larger fullerenes such as C240, C320, C540 etc. as predicted by earlier DFT calculations163. Finally,
ReaxFFC-2013 predicts a barrier of 6.9eV for the SW transformation of a C60 molecule of Ih symmetry into
a C60 molecule of C2v symmetry through the concerted rotation of a C2 unit (the transition state has C2
symmetry), in excellent agreement with earlier published DFT data164. Thus a new ReaxFF potential,
ReaxFFC-2013, has been created which can accurately describe carbon condensed phases. This newly
developed potential has been used to study the thermal fragmentation of a C180 molecule, discussed in
detail in the following sections.

6.3 Simulation Methods and Details
To study the thermal decomposition dynamics of a large fullerene, molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations were performed on a C180 molecule using the newly developed ReaxFFC-2013 potential. Prior to
the MD simulations, the molecule was energy minimized with a Root Mean Square (RMS) force
convergence criteria of 0.1 kcal/mol-Å. The molecular dynamics simulations were performed in canonical
ensemble (NVT ensemble) at five different temperatures, between 4100K and 4500K, at intervals of
100K. All the MD simulations used the Berendsen thermostat46 with a damping constant of 100fs to
maintain the system temperature at the desired value while the equations of motion were integrated using
the velocity – verlet algorithm. Following energy minimization, the molecule was first equilibrated at
300K before rising the temperature up to the desired value. The equilibration simulation was carried out
in the canonical (NVT) ensemble for a duration of 60 ps using a time step of 0.25fs. The potential energy
and temperature values indicated that the system had well equilibrated by 15 ps. Thus, post equilibration,
temperature ramping simulations were initiated from 300K to the desired final temperature using atomic
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positions, velocities and accelerations from the equilibration simulation, harvested at 5ps intervals
beginning at 15ps till 60 ps, giving a total of 10 independent trajectories for every target temperature (i.e.,
a total of 50 trajectories). For each of these trajectories, the temperature was increased linearly from 300K
to the desired final value at the rate of 0.005 K per iteration, using at time step of 0.1 fs. After the
temperature ramp, production runs were carried out at the target temperature (4100K to 4500K in
intervals of 1000K) in canonical ensemble using a time step of 0.1fs, on each of the 10 independent
trajectories. The production runs lasted from anywhere between 0.25 ns and 5.4 ns depending on the
temperature, with lower temperature simulations lasting for a longer duration of time. It is now well
known from earlier DFTB based MD simulations165 and our own simulations using the ReaxFF C/H/O
potential that large fullerenes can both loose and gain small Cn fragments when subjected to high
temperature annealing at constant density. Since the goal was to study the monotonic decay process of a
large fullerene, in our production runs, any small molecule (defined as a molecule with mass less than 100
a.m.u. or smaller than C9) formed due to the fragmentation of the fullerene was removed from the system.
In effect, an open system was simulated that can exchange both mass and energy with the surroundings. A
detailed discussion of the results from these simulations is presented in the following section.

6.4 Results and Discussion
In this section, the results obtained from the molecular dynamics simulation of the thermal
fragmentation of a C180 molecule using the newly developed ReaxFFC-2013 potential are discussed. The
simulations began with a fullerene of ‘Ih’ symmetry consisting of 12 five membered rings and 80 six
membered rings. Temperature ramp from 300K caused SW rearrangements in a few trajectories resulting
in a different number of 5-memebered, 6-membered, 7-membered and 8-membered rings at the end of
this stage. Of the 10 trajectories leading to 4100K target temperature, none of them underwent any SW
rearrangements. For 4200 K target temperature, one trajectory underwent SW rearrangement resulting in
a fullerene with 13 5-membered, 78 6-membered and 1 7-membered rings. Two trajectories underwent
SW rearrangements leading to 13 5-memeberd, 78 6-membered and 1 7-membered rings for 4300K target
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temperature, three trajectories ended up with 13 5-membered, 78 6-memebered and 1 7-membered rings,
and one trajectory ended up with 12 5-membered, 76 6-membered, 2 7-membered and 1 8-membered
rings at 4400K target temperature. For 4500K target temperature, three trajectories ended up with 13 5membered, 78 6-membered and 1 7-membered rings, and one trajectory ended up with 14 5-membered,
76 6-membered and 2 7-membered rings. Subsequent molecular dynamics simulations in canonical
ensemble at these target temperatures resulted in the decomposition of the C180 fullerene into smaller
fullerenes with many topological defects through loss of small fragments such as C2, C3 units etc. and
later into an amorphous phase. Figures 47a to 47e show the size of the fullerene (N) as a function of time
obtained from the ten independent trajectories at each target temperature, expressed as the ratio (called
‘lost mass ratio’ henceforth) of the number of atoms lost to the initial number of atoms in the fullerene (1N/N0, N0 = 180).
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Figure 47: (a)-(e) Decay of a C 180 fullerene as a function of time from the 10 independent
trajectories at each target temperature. (f) Curve fit to the exponential and linear regime of the
decay process at 4300K.
From figure 47, it can be seen that, with increase in temperature, the decomposition of the fullerene
occurs faster with the time required for decay reducing by an order of magnitude as the temperature
increases from 4100K to 4500K. Further, at any given temperature, the decomposition times could vary
widely indicative of the inherently stochastic nature of the decomposition process. While the decay times
vary between trajectories at any given temperature, each trajectory can be understood by dividing it into
an initial exponential decay period for the lost mass ratio followed by a final linear decay regime, as
shown in figure 47f for a trajectory at 4300K. Figure 48 shows the sequence of states through which a
C180 molecule proceeds upon fragmentation from one of the trajectories at 4100K, which can be used in
the phenomenological understanding of the exponential and linear regimes suggested above.
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Figure 48: A sequence of states through which a C 180 molecule proceeds upon thermal
fragmentation at 4100K
In the initial exponential regime, the fullerene molecule shrinks in size primarily through the loss of small
fragments such as C2, C3 and C4 units, akin to the ‘Cn pop out’ events described by Irle and co-workers152
in their DFTB/MD simulations of the shrinking hot giant road to fullerene formation. During this period,
while the fullerene molecule shrinks in size, it retains the cage like structure. Temporary cage opening
may occur due to the formation of a large defect such as the C113 molecule in figure 32, but the molecule
anneals into a cage like structure eventually (e.g., the molecule has annealed back into a cage like
structure by C103 state). Eventually, the molecule shrinks to a small enough size that once the cage
opening process sets in, the molecule is unable to anneal itself back into a closed shell like structure. In
figure 48, this event begins when the molecule has decayed to C94. Beyond C94, as the cage begins to
unravel, the molecule is unable to regain the closed shell like structure, with the cage opening process
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complete by the time the molecule reduces in size to C74. In this regime, the molecule could lose larger
fragments such as C5, C6 and C7 molecules during the process of shrinking. The loss of these large
fragments is akin the ‘antenna fall off’ event described earlier by Irle and co-workers152, albeit happening
from an amorphous carbon cluster instead of a chain of carbon atoms attached to the fullerene cage. In
this regime, there is acceleration in the rate of mass loss, with the lost mass ratio becoming a linear
function of time. Such opening of the cage is an entropically driven event, observed both in earlier
molecular dynamics studies146, 149, 166 and experiments167. The beginning of the cage unravelling feature of
the fullerene shrinking process is dependent on temperature, with a larger temperature resulting in the
onset of this process at an earlier point in time (or at a larger fullerene size). In our simulations, on an
average (average over the 10 trajectories at each target temperature), the cage opening process begins
when the fullerene has shrunk to C83, C99, C113, C124 and C142 at 4100K, 4200K, 4300K, 4400K and 4500K
respectively. In order to obtain the activation energy for the larger fullerene decay process, for each of the
50 trajectories, an equation of the form (
decay curve and another equation of the form (

)

was fit to the exponential portion of the
)

was fit to the linear portion of the

decay curve. One such fit to both the exponential and linear decay portion of a trajectory at 4300K was
shown in figure 47f. An average over the ten values for k1 and k2 at each temperature was taken as the
rate of mass loss in the exponential and linear regimes respectively. Table 8 below gives a compilation of
the rates obtained for all the trajectories along with their average values.
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#1

#2

#3

#4

#5

#6

(ns-1)

(ns-1)

(ns-1)

(ns-1)

(ns-1)

(ns-1)

Exponential

0.0658

0.8403

0.1370

0.3059

0.5725

0.2925

Linear

2.8080

2.5980

1.6020

3.1910

3.6520

Exponential

1.2580

0.5685

0.3278

0.8651

Linear

2.3990

7.0840

5.5690

Exponential

3.9400

0.4177

Linear

5.2470

Exponential

#7

#8

#9

#10

Average

(ns-1)

(ns-1)

(ns-1)

(ns-1)

0.4539

0.4412

0.0979

0.2687

0.3476

2.2640

4.9630

2.7930

2.4070

2.4040

2.8682

0.6465

1.5230

1.1650

0.6065

0.6065

1.1620

0.8729

6.9500

4.5900

2.2880

5.1840

3.1090

3.1090

6.9250

4.7207

6.1510

3.0700

2.3910

1.9550

0.1518

4.8650

0.5642

2.5350

2.6041

9.2650

8.7870

14.1400

6.6740

5.6560

7.7120

3.8050

6.0650

9.0010

7.6352

5.6620

1.3770

8.1720

27.4800

12.7300

22.8100

11.5300

22.1900

7.7080

7.3550

12.7014

Linear

16.1100

9.2080

24.0900

11.5600

10.7600

9.6390

8.46400

10.8400

16.2600

6.9790

12.3910

Exponential

44.6800

33.1900

33.7100

8.2960

26.2300

20.9800

30.6000

25.3200

8.20500

26.710

25.7921

Linear

9.2810

11.9100

11.8700

7.3660

14.6600

10.0600

13.7400

17.8500

13.0500

12.720

12.2507

Regime
(ns-1)

4100K

4200K

4300K

4400K

4500K

Table 8: Rate of mass loss from the C 180 fullerene at various temperatures in both the exponential and linear regimes of decay
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An Arrhenius type equation (

⁄

) was then fit to the average values of k1 and k2 in the table

above, giving an activation energy of 17.9 eV for the exponential regime and 6.2 eV for the linear regime.
Comparing this with the activation energy for C60 fragmentation reported earlier (~9.2 eV)151, we find that
the fragmentation of C180 requires the a much larger energy to overcome the barrier. This is primarily due
to the increase in the heat of formation of a fullerene with its size, as obtained from both our calculations
and confirmed by earlier experiments168 and theoretical work169. The fragmentation energy of C2 from a
C180 molecule, defined as the energy of the reaction C180 → C178 + C2, computed here as the reaction
energy obtained upon geometry optimization of the C178 and C180 molecules (using an RMS force
convergence criteria of 0.1 Kcal/Å) from our trajectories at 4100K, 4200K and 4300K was found to be
14.132 eV. Comparing this value with the earlier published values for C2 fragmentation energy from C60
(11 – 12 eV)170-171, C70 (10.7 – 13.3 eV)172-173, C80 (8.7 – 10 eV)174-175, C82 (9.1 – 9.4 eV)175-176, we see that
C180 fullerene has a larger C2 fragmentation energy compared to the smaller fullerenes. This result is in
agreement with other experimental and theoretical results that show an increase in the C2 fragmentation
energy with the size of the fullerene177-178. Finally, figure 49 shows the probability that a molecule of size
Cx loses a fragment of size Cn to form a molecule of size Cx-n during the decay process of the C180
fullerene at each target temperature, obtained as an average over the ten trajectories at that temperature.

Figure 49: The average probability for the shrinking of the C 180 fullerene through the loss of a
C n molecule at temperatures between 4100K and 4500K
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From figure 49 it can be seen that at all temperatures, the fragmentation of the fullerene proceeds
predominantly via the loss of C2 units, with much smaller probabilities for the loss of C3 and larger
fragments. With increase in temperature however, the probability of loss of larger fragments increases due
to entropic effects with a consequent decrease in the probability of decay through loss of C2 units.

6.5 Summary
In summary, the thermal fragmentation of a large fullerene (C180) has been simulated through
molecular dynamics simulations using the ReaxFF reactive force field. Prior to performing these
simulations, the ReaxFF C/H/O potential was reparameterized against DFT data for equations of state of
graphite and diamond, formation energies of various defects in graphene, small fullerene molecules and
various amorphous carbon phases, yielding a new potential ReaxFFC-2013 that can accurately describe the
condensed phases of carbon. ReaxFFC-2013 was then used to study the kinetics of a large fullerene
fragmentation by performing molecular dynamics at temperatures between 4100K and 4500K, in the
intervals of 1000K, for a duration of time between 0.25 and 5.4 ns. At each of the temperature, ten
independent trajectories were simulated resulting in a range of fragmentation times and fragmentation
products.
Fullerene fragmentation simulations indicated that between 4100K and 4500K, the fullerene
shrinks in size to smaller molecules through the loss of molecular fragments such as C2, C3, C4 etc. At all
temperatures, the fragmentation of the fullerene can be divided into two distinct regimes, an initial
exponential regime followed by a final linear regime. In the exponential regime of decay, the fullerene
shrinks in size due to the loss of small molecular fragments such as C2, C3, and C4 units while it retains its
cage like structure. However, in the final linear regime of decay, the cage opens up into an amorphous
phase and the molecule can shrink in size through the loss of larger molecular fragments such as C5, C6
etc. The onset of the linear regime was found to be a temperature dependent phenomenon with the onset
happening earlier at larger temperatures. The rate of decay obtained for the exponential and linear regimes
for each of the ten independent trajectories at each simulation temperature was averaged to obtain the
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mean rate of decay in each regime at each temperature. An Arrhenius type equation was then fit to these
mean rates, giving an activation energy of 17.9 eV for the exponential regime and 6.2 eV for the linear
regime. The probability distribution of fullerene fragmentation through the loss of Cn units indicated that
at all temperatures, the fullerene fragmentation occurs predominantly through the loss of C2 units.
However, with increase in temperature, the probability of loss of larger fragments such as C3, C4, C5, C6,
C7 and C8 increases. The ReaxFFC-2013 potential developed in this work along with the fullerene
decomposition simulations are an important step towards the full computational chemical modelling of
the decomposition of carbon rich materials and species in various fields such as soot decomposition,
graphite rocket nozzle erosion and ablation of carbon based materials used in space crafts during
atmospheric reentry.
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7

Initial Validation of ReaxFF C HO B Potential for Oxygen – BoronDoped Graphene/Graphite Gas Surface Interactions
7.1 Introduction
Boron is one of the most widely used dopant in carbon materials179. Boron substitution in graphite

is known to improve the oxidation resistance of graphite in both wet and dry thermal O2180-182 due to the
formation of a boron oxide layer that is impermeable to oxygen diffusion. The doping of carbon with
boron has been shown to improve the capacity of carbon as an anode material in Li ion batteries183. The
improved oxidation resistance of boron doped carbon materials could serve as a guide to design materials
that can withstand erosion due to hyperthermal impact of oxygen atoms at elevated temperatures for space
based applications. A ReaxFF potential (ReaxFFCHOB) was developed recently for modeling the chemistry
and kinetics of ammonia borane oxidation184-185. This potential was extended to accurately reproduce the
thermodynamics and material behavior of complex boron, boron carbide and boron nitride condensed
phases. In the following section, initial stages in the development of ReaxFFCHOB to describe oxygen –
boron doped graphene gas surface interaction has been discussed.

7.2 Cluster models, DFT based binding energy curves and Performance of ReaxFFCHOB
Cluster models representing boron doped graphene were chosen to obtain the DFT based
potential energy curves for the approach of an oxygen atom. A coronene molecule was chosen to
represent graphene. Coronene is the smallest molecule containing a completely aromatic 6 member ring
representative of graphene and has been used in the past as a model for graphene186. Three different
models containing 1, 2 and 3 boron atoms corresponding to 4.2%, 8.3% and 12.5% doping were
considered as shown in figure 50 below. The boron atoms were doped such that no two boron atoms are
bonded in the molecule since experimental evidence suggests that at low doping levels isolated boron
atoms are dominant in the material187. DFT calculations were performed using M06-2X123 density
functional as it has been shown to perform better than the widely used B3LYP158-160 functional for main
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group thermochemistry123. All the calculations employed cc-PVTZ basis set of Dunning and coworkers188.

Figure 50: Models considered for oxygen - boron doped graphene gas surface interactions.
Carbon atoms are colored gray, boron atoms are colored orange and hydrogen atoms are
colored white.
Firstly, the binding energy for oxygen binding onto various positions of the B-doped coronene
(shown in figure 51) molecule was considered. These molecules have been named models A to F. The
reference was chosen to be the B-doped coronene molecule in its ground state (doublet state for the
molecule containing 1 and 3 boron atoms and singlet state for the molecule with 2 boron atoms) and
oxygen (in triplet ground state) at infinity. The binding energies obtained from DFT and ReaxFFCHOB are
reported in table 9.

Figure 51: Oxygen binding to various positions on boron doped coronene molecule
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A

DFT (M06-2X/cc-PVTZ)
(kcal/mol)
-138.13

ReaxFFCHOB
(kcal/mol)
-117.05

B

-99.19

-51.24

C

-111.56

-28.72

D

-166.92

-69.05

E

-194.06

-112.57

F

-192.03

-191.71

Table 9: Binding energy of oxygen atom in models A - F
From table 9, it is clear that ReaxFFCHOB is in good agreement for models A and F while it needs
to be improved for models B to E. Next, the single point energies as a function of distance was calculated
for the approach of a second oxygen atom to models A – F using DFT to obtain the potential energy
curve. Models A, B, C and F contain odd number of electrons. Thus doublet and quartet curves were
calculated for these models. Models D and E contains even number of electrons and hence singlet and
triplet curves were calculated for these models. The same calculation was also performed with
ReaxFFCHOB to obtain a comparison between the two methods. There are 5 different positions possible for
the approach of the second oxygen atom to models A, B, C, E and F. These are named A1-A5, B1-B5,
C1-C5, E1-E5 and F1-F5. Three different positions are possible for the approach of a second oxygen atom
to model D, named D1-D3. The potential energy curves along with the images of the models for A – F are
shown in figures 52 – 57 respectively.
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Figure 52: Binding energy curve for model A

Figure 53: Binding energy curve for model B
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Figure 54: Binding energy curves for model C

Figure 55: Binding energy curves for model D
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Figure 56: Binding energy curves for model E

Figure 57: Binding energy curves for model F
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From the above plots it is clear that while ReaxFFCHOB is able to reproduce the qualitative trends
similar to DFT, the potential has to be improved to obtain quantitative agreement. Re-parameterization of
ReaxFFCHOB for oxygen – boron doped graphene interactions will be carried out in the future. Once the
potential has been reparameterized, it can be used for the molecular dynamics simulation of 5eV energetic
oxygen atom impact with boron doped graphene and graphite samples at various surface temperatures and
boron doping levels. The results from these simulations can then be used to obtain an Arrhenius type rate
law for the mass loss upon impact of an oxygen atom. These results can then be compared directly with
those from oxygen bombardment on graphite and diamond to suggest a strategy to limit the oxidative
erosion of these materials in space based applications.
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8

Conclusions

The primary focus of this work has been to study the chemistry and dynamics of hyperthermal
oxidation and pyrolysis of carbon based materials through atomistic simulations using the ReaxFF
reactive force field and to develop ReaxFF potentials for such applications. The following conclusions
can be drawn based on the work done so far:
1. The ReaxFF C/H/O parameters37 have been validated against DFT data and found to be well
suited for the simulation of hyperthermal collisions of atomic oxygen with graphite and diamond.
2. Molecular dynamics simulations based on energetic oxygen atom bombardment on graphene and
graphite using this potential showed that the erosion of these materials can be divided into distinct
regimes. Graphene erodes via formation of epoxides on the surface followed by creation and
growth of vacancy defects. Graphite breakup occurs via formation of epoxides on the top layer,
creation of vacancy defects and their growth on the top layer, followed by the formation of
epoxides on the bottom layer, defect creation and growth in the bottom layer. As such, the erosion
of graphite basal planes was observed to be a layer by layer event.
3. The rate of growth of defects on graphite was observed to be faster in the basal plane directions
than the axial direction, consistent with the anisotropic etching behavior observed in molecular
beam experiments on highly ordered pyrolytic graphite.
4. Oxygen molecule formation from the surface occurred primarily via an Eley-Rideal type direct
reaction mechanism.
5. The rate of loss of carbon atoms from graphite was found to be surface temperature dependent
with the mass loss rate increasing with increase in surface temperature.
6. These simulations have been used to obtain Arrhenius parameters for the carbon atom loss rate
from graphite basal planes, armchair and zigzag edges.
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7. The erosion rates suggest that graphite basal planes are poorly resistant to energetic oxygen atom
etching while the armchair an zigzag edges are an order of magnitude more resistant than basal
plane.
8. At lower temperatures, the primary mode of mass loss from graphite basal planes is through CO2
molecules but with increase in temperature, the primary mass loss made changes to CO
molecules. The number of CO2 molecules lost decreases monotonically with increase in
temperatures. In contrast, mass loss via CO2 molecules remains the primary mode of mass loss
from armchair and zigzag edges at all temperatures.
9. While the impinging oxygen atoms had hyperthermal energy (5eV) the reactions leading to the
loss of a CO2 molecule from the surface of graphite was observed to be thermal in nature.
10. ReaxFF simulations on small oxygen terminated low index diamond surfaces indicated that a
variety of functional groups such as ethers, peroxides, oxy radicals and dioxetanes can form on
the surface, in agreement with earlier experiments and first principles based calculations.
11. Successive energetic oxygen atom collisions on larger reconstructed diamond surfaces showed
that all the low index surfaces, namely diamond(100), (111) and (110) can be etched by
hyperthermal atomic oxygen with diamond(100) showing the lowest etching rate and
diamond(110) presenting the largest etching rate. These results from these simulations have been
used to obtain Arrhenius type parameters for the rate of carbon atom loss for diamond surfaces.
12. While diamond (100) and diamond (110) showed a linear variation of mass loss with time,
diamond (111) showed a ‘wavy’ pattern, much like the oxidative erosion of graphite basal planes
since diamond (111) surface is prone to graphitization and the rate of graphitization is known to
increase with increase in temperature.
13. Irrespective of the nature of mass loss, the erosion yield of all the diamond surfaces was found to
be about two orders of magnitude lower than graphite basal planes. These results indicate that
diamond thin films with predominantly diamond (100) oriented grains could be a promising
material for spacecraft applications in the low earth orbit environment.
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14. The ReaxFFSiO113 potential was extended to describe oxygen silica gas surface interactions by
harvesting model clusters representative of (001) α-quartz surface and defects occurring on silica
surfaces, obtaining DFT based binding energy curves for the approach of atomic and / or
molecular oxygen to these clusters and retraining the ReaxFFSiO potential to reproduce these
curves. The new potential, titled

, can now be employed in accurate large scale

molecular dynamics simulations of oxygen silica gas surface interactions.
15. To study the mechanism of pyrolysis of an all carbon material, the thermal decomposition of a
large fullerene (C180) molecule was studied through high temperature molecular dynamics
simulations.
16. Prior to these simulations, the ReaxFF C/H/O potential was re-parameterized to obtain a new
potential (ReaxFFC-2013) that can accurately describe the dynamics of carbon condensed phases.
17. Molecular dynamics simulations using ReaxFFC-2013 indicated that the decomposition large
fullerenes can be divided into two regimes; an initial exponential regime where the fullerene loses
mass through small fragments such as C2 molecules but retains its cage like structure and a final
linear regime where the mass loss rate accelerates through the loss of larger fragments such as C4,
C5 etc. In the final linear regime, the fullerene loses its cage like structure an transforms into an
amorphous phase.
18. The simulations were used to obtain Arrhenius parameters for the decomposition rate in both the
regimes. While the decay of the molecule occurred primarily via the loss of C2 units, with
increase in temperature, the probability of loss of larger fragments was found to increase.
19. To develop ReaxFFCHOB for oxygen – boron doped graphene gas surface interactions, model
systems representative of boron doped graphene were identified and DFT based binding energy
curves for the approach of an atomic oxygen to these models were obtained. Preliminary
comparisons of ReaxFFCHOB based binding energy profiles against DFT based data were obtained.
Based on these comparisons, it was determined that ReaxFFCHOB has to be re-optimized to
describe oxygen – boron doped graphene interactions accurately.
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